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From: Carl B. Robertson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick fil A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 1:13:42 PM


YOU LOW LIFE BIGOTS.
 


IF OTHERS DON’T AGREE WITH YOUR STANCE ON HOMO
 MARRIAGE YOU WILL SHUT THEM DOWN
BY DENYING THEM A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IN YOUR CITY.
 


TRY THIS.  YOUR FAGGOT LOVING QUEER NIGGER WETBACK
 SPICK JEW LOVING COMMUNIST NAZI
MUSLIM PEDOPHILE GOAT HUMPING TERRORIST LOVING
 DEMOCRAT.
 


BET THAT GETS YOUR PANTIES IN A WAD.
 


CARL B. ROBERTSON
1327 SW STONEYBROOKE DR.
GRAIN VALLEY, MISSOURI.  64029
 


By the way, I support Dr. Ben Carson for president.
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From: Athelia Jordan
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 4:32:45 PM


Congratulations on joining the liberal downfall of America's moral compass!


Have two trips planned to the Denver area before end of year but please be assured that I will pay extra to bypass the
 Denver International Airport based upon your denial of Chick-Fil-A to operate a business at the airport.


Sincerely
Athelia Jordan Calhoun


Sent from my iPad
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From: Jim
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Disgusting Council
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 8:02:01 AM


http://patriotpost.us/opinion/37266


Disgusting......the entire council should be in prison.
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From: 27jsteve .
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chick fil a
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:23:58 PM


Hello,
I am concerned to hear that you may be deciding against the expansion of Chick-fil-A in the
 Denver marketplace due to their support for traditional family values.  My family has spent a
 good bit of time and money in your area in the past few years.  We have enjoyed your airport,
 seeing the Rockies baseball team, and the Boulder area.  If this decision is made against
 Chick-fil-A we simply will not come back to your city.  This proposal is based on religious
 intolerance, and my family will not support any city that espouses such positions.  I will be
 contacting the businesses that we have frequented in the past few years and expressing my
 concerns.
Sincerely,
Steve Johnson
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From: Work
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Anti Christian stance
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2015 4:03:27 PM


For many years my family has come up to denver & spent a couple days in the city, shopping, eating, seeing a
 holiday movie, staying in a hotel & ice skating downtown. But after your recent anti Christian heterophobic stance
 by denying the 1st amendment rights of the owner of chic fil a we will no longer be spending our money in denver.
We will take our money somewhere where we are given the full rights that our constitution gives us.
It's sad to see denver turn into such an anti Christian heterophobic city.
By the way, we often travel through DIA (we travel a lot) & we will make sure we have no need to shop or eat while
 their either. We'll make sure all our friends, & their friends & so on & so on do the same!


Shaun Mee
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From: Madonna
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Disappointed
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 8:05:14 AM


Dear council members:


Nice to see you trashing the first amendment.  I read the article about not approving chick-fil-a at DIA because they
 used the first amendment.  The first amendment allows the freedom of speech without the government punishing
 people for that right.  You are dictators if you choose to continue with the decision. 


I could care less about chick-fil-a being at the airport, what I care about is you stomping all over the first
 amendment.  I will no longer purchase or participate in anything to do with Denver and I will tell my coworkers,
 friends and family why they should avoid Denver as well. 


There are many other cities close to you where we can get the same services.  Denver is not what is unique to
 Colorado.  And I am extremely glad I chose to live in an outlying city even though I work downtown.
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From: Mark W. Mills
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 7:36:31 AM


Dear Council,


I'm reading an article about your city council STILL battling a perfectly good corporate citizen about issues that
 have now been settled.  It's not the role of our local governments to set morality issues for either side.  Move aside
 and grant them what they are entitled to.


Free markets will decide if they earn their space.


By the way, I am a gay man who backed off eating at the restaurant until they stopped weighing in on the social
 issue of gay marriage. Now I enjoy eating their awesome spicy chicken sandwich and hope to have one in Denver's
 airport sometime.


Thank you for allowing me to weigh in.


Mark Mills
701-541-9400
Sent from my iPad
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From: Jim Henry
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick fil a
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:49:03 AM


Your decision not granting Chick Fil a s spot in the airport is the most unmoral
 decision you can make.  Who do you people think you are?  Are you God and
 punishing a companies policies and beliefs? You are catering to 1% of the population
 and punish 99% because off different opinions. Since when do you do business this
 way?


As of now I will not spend a dime in the city and county of Denver and will boycott
 anything you have to offer.  I will also contact my friends as well as people who do
 business with you.


The population is very tired of your POLITICAL CORRECTNESS just to make
 yourselves look good.  Enough is enough.  Why do you think Donald Trump is doing
 so well.  Enough of politicians.


Jim
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From: Gene Crout
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Do not block chick fil A!!!
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 2:16:25 PM


Respectfully submitted to the Denver City Council:


Please do not block Chik Fil A from coming to Denver.  This is your opportunity to demonstrate compassion,
 understanding and mutual respect. If you block Chik Fil A then YOU will be the ones showing discrimination!!


Why don't you start by practicing what you preach??  TOLERANCE!!


Gene Crout
AudioDigital.com
303-467-9499


Sent from my iThingy....
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From: CenturyLink Customer
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chick fil a
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 5:10:29 PM


I just read what you "warm and fuzzy" left wingers are advocating.  I guess the "thought
 police" are active in the City of Denver which must be a suburb of Boulder.  I live in the
 Denver metro area and, unlike in the past, I will no longer spend a dime in your City.  You
 and all of the other left wingers can cater to a limited market. 
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From: Loo Walker
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 7:42:47 AM


I don't understand your concerns related to a Chick-Fil-A restaurant at the airport.   Surely you
 are not saying that someone cannot have an 
opinion that differs from yours??  The CEO's  personal opinion related to marriage has
 NOTHING to do with selling chicken ---they do not discriminate 
against anyone.  I would think you have much more important things to be concerned with. 


Lora Walker
(Grand Junction resident, DIA user)
referencing article in Daily Sentinel 
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From: Kathy Sullivan
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Anti christian bigotry in city council
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 6:49:03 PM


It was infuriating to read about your discrimination against a company because the owner does
 not share your views because of his christian faith. Your hatefulness and viciousness is so
 disgraceful. Very much like third world fascist dictatorships with thought police that have no
 room for moral faith. So sad that this happens in the US as well.
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From: Tom Compton
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Disappointed
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 1:51:38 PM


Dear Sirs and Madams;


        I was very surprised to hear that you are denying businesses the ability to conduct
 business based solely upon their religious beliefs. I am also befuddled that you would ignore a
 business owners freedom of religion and his right to express himself through his freedom of
 speech and then discriminate him for exercising both. Further more you have prevented them
 from furthering their business success which is also hindering them in their pursuit of
 happiness. I for one I'm glad that I do not have to deal with you on a direct basis in my day
 today business dealings. In North Carolina we proudly support businesses like chick-fil-a and
 their constitutional right to express their personal beliefs and pursue the American dream. I
 hope you seriously reconsider your decision and allow chick-fil-a to open this location.


Tom Compton
President/CEO
A-OK Home Service Inc.
Owner
TCT TIRE
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From: deichhorn@centurytel.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 10:43:22 AM


Dear City Council Members


It is appalling that the members of the Denver City Council would consider refusing Chick-fil-
A a lease at DIA, because of the owner's beliefs regarding marriage.  Only 4% of Americans
 are homosexuals.  Why should they be telling the heterosexual Americans, if they want to
 open a business at DIA, that they have to believe the way they do?  Why do they get to limit
 the eating choices of the majority?  By the way, there are a probably a lot of homosexuals that
 don't care.


If Chick-fil-A's food was poisoning people who ate it, then I would say deny a lease.
  Otherwise, Chick-fil-A should be granted a lease.


Please, use your "brains" and quick trying to be politically correct.


Thank you for listening.


Dottie Eichhorn
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From: NELDA SCHULTZ
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick fil-A
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 11:05:15 AM


I often fly into and from your airport.  I not only love chicken sandwiches, finding them 
healthier than most others, but particularly prefer Chick-fil-A.  Can we not let free enterprise 
play itself out and let the public make the decision whether to shop there or not??????  For 
heaven's sake, if you Council Members decide to "go there," then you'll also need to address 
Planned Parent issues, certain ice cream vendors, and where might this stop?????
Leave it alone!!!  And let me not have to think whether to shop ahead before coming to the 
Denver Airport or waiting until my next stop.  Or, better yet, since choices of airlines and 
flights are available, maybe I'll just avoid the Denver Airport all together.  Tsk  Tsk.....


NELDA SCHULTZ, Ed.D.
neldacschultz@gmail.com
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From: Dennis C
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Don"t block Chic Fil a
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 7:53:24 AM
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From: geichner@comcast.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chicken sandwich
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 6:12:07 PM


i will never visit your city...i have crossed denver off my list... you pathetic self-
righteous 'we know what is best for everyone' clowns. you claim to be "progressive"
 but just like all liberals you only want to hear what you agree with... chick-fil-a wants
 to open a business and employ people but your "progressive" attitude says no to
 that.. you say NO to someone that wants to employ... all because you dont like or
 respect the beliefs of others.... you closed minded idiots never considered the fact
 that maybe some people would just want a good chicken sandwich with out the stink
 of you deciding whats best for them...


pathetic.
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From: larry delashmit
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:47:02 PM


I don't live in Denver so I don't have the ability to vote you stupid people out but I do fly out of DIA 30 plus times a
 year. What do you think gives you the right to deny a license to to a business because you don't agree with the
 CEO of the company? I don't agree with you and I will never buy anything at any concession at DIA. This is
 approaching a state of government that our founding fathers never intended and it will eventually destroy this
 country. All you can think about is political correctness and getting re-elected. You are all pathetic people.
 
Larry DeLashmit
720-482-0896
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From: Brent Moody
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Ban on Chick-fil-a concession at DIA
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 2:10:36 PM


Dear City Council:
 
I sit on the site convention site selection committee of a 3000+ member organization. I have
 just read of the City Council’s delay in approval of a concession at the Denver airport for a
 Chick-Fil-A restaurant.
 
This is outrageous!
 
I plan to seek the vote of my committee to bar the selection of Denver as a site for our annual
 convention in future years.
 
Brent Moody
Phoenix
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From: Christopher Gilmore
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Discrimination Concerns
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 4:33:10 PM


Denver City Council:


I am a Colorado native currently residing in Ohio and about to move my family back to the
 state. I love the state and City of Denver very dearly which is why I am writing you. Recently,
 I became aware of an issue that is of grave concern to my family and me. I am referring to the
 issue of whether or not you will be approving an application for Chick-fil-A to replace the
 Steak Escape on concourse B in the airport (discussed on August 18, 2015)


I find it alarming that in the the name of "anti-discrimination" you would consider preventing
 a corporate company from setting up shop as is its right when it very clearly has a good track
 record for being an equal opportunity employer. If you want to question Chick-fil-A's record
 for being equal opportunity you can refer to an article by Sarah Padbury in which she
 interviews Hans Bader (a senior attorney at the Competitive Enterprise Institute) that found in
 comparison to other large chains such as McDonald's  "Chick-fil-A lawsuits are rare".
 (https://www.worldmag.com/mobile/article.php?id=35023) The finer details of her
 conclusions are found in the article but my point is that in the name of anti-discrimination you
 are actually considering discriminating against this company.


I understand that you are seeking to do your due diligence in this case and seem to be
 genuinely concerned about the possibility of muddying the waters by allowing this restaurant
 to be in the airport. However, just as the LGBT community is given freedom of speech under
 the constitution so is the founder of Chick-fil-A. To try and prevent this chain restaurant from
 being in the airport would mean that you are actually doing the very thing you claim to be
 preventing.


Best Regards,
Chris Gilmore


Sent from my iPad
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From: eschieler@nutshellcommunications.com on behalf of Eric Schieler
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 12:21:01 PM


Denver,


Chick-fil-A doesn't need Denver. You should be thrilled that the leading fast food organization
 would consider serving the Denver airport.


Any council that promotes the pro-gay agenda of its own members at the expense of Christian
 business owners is not doing its job, unless your job is to project your citizens from God's
 truths by promoting your own religion instead. Those who drive God out of their life can
 expect, as Romans 1 clearly explains, to be given over to depraved minds that are filled with
 wickedness. Attempting to redefine marriage, which only God can do, merely invites God's
 wrath on those involved. Dan Cathy is no fool, but is the child of a King, and agrees with the
 King's design for marriage. Dan also understands that everyone, gay or not, is born a sinner
 and needs a savior.


Likewise, those who drive out Christian businesses and citizens from cities should not be
 surprised when all that remains is depravity. You were presumably elected to preserve and
 strengthen your city, not destroy it. Don't try to reason with depraved minds. You need
 courage to take a stand for truth and recognize sin as sin. Each of you have an opportunity to
 be someone your children will respect, or to be a coward and drift along wherever the winds
 of public opinion blow. The issue is not gay marriage. The issue is sin, in any form.


Just like Dan doesn't separate his business life from his faith, some of you have brought your
 personal beliefs into your job, but all of us are individually accountable to God for our actions
 as council members or whatever role we serve. Are you certain that you really want to
 participate in the persecution of Christians in the United States of America, particularly over
 gay marriage, and then after you exhale your last God-given breadth meet God face-to-face,
 the one who defined marriage? Seems only a fool would do that. The only thing more foolish
 is doing that over chicken sandwiches.


Come on, Denver, you can do better!


Regards,


Eric from Illinois, where we drive out of our way to enjoy Chick-fil-As!
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From: mike cherry
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 4:12:57 PM


Please "ALLOW" Chick-Fil-A concession space at DIA and other areas of the city if
 requested. Consumers will cast their vote of company approval at the cash register. Let free
 trade determine a companies destiny, not the overreaching arm of the government. 
-- 
Thanks,


Mike Cherry
Real Estate Enthusiast
Mikecherry11@gmail.com 
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From: Carol Moore
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Airport
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:28:39 AM


Your appalling disdain for people's rights to their religious beliefs, by your perverted refusal to allow Chick Fil -A
 in the airport, is disgusting.


We fly all the time to every part of the country and will make it clear to every airline that we refuse to fly into or
 through Denver. And we will make sure the thousands and thousands of people we do business with are made
 aware of why this is so.


Sincerely,


Carol Moore
San Antonio, Tx


Sent from my iPhone
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From: David Sullivan
To: dencc - City Council; Espinoza, Rafael G. - City Council; Flynn, Kevin J. - City Council; Lopez, Paul D. - City


 Council Dist #3; Black, Kendra A. - City Council; Mary Susman; Kashmann, Paul J. - City Council; Solon Clark;
 Herndon, Christopher J. - City Council District 8; Brooks, Albus - City Council District 9; New, Wayne C. - City
 Council; Gilmore, Stacie M. - City Council; Kniech, Robin L. - City Council; Ortega, Deborah L. - City Council


Subject: Chick- Fi-a vs the dangers of downtown Denver
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:54:18 PM


Dear Denver City Council Member.


Subject: Chick- Fi-a  at DIA  vs the dangers of downtown
 Denver


First it astounds me that he City Council has now taken
 on the duties of managing the selection of venders at
 DIA.  Isn’t that why you have manager of DIA? 
 
Second, it astounds me that the City Council will take on
 such a decision to restrict a very popular food vender
 such as Chick-fi-a because of a decision based on a
 stance of the members of City Council on Political
 Correctness and not based on what the far majority of
 the patrons and travelers would want.  So much for the
 traveler that would rather eat chicken than a hamburger
 and their right to choose what food they want!
  
This type of decision based on political correctness and
 not a business decision is micro management at best! 
 Don’t worry about the 98% plus of the population!
 
The Christian views of the owners of Chick-fi-a have
 absolutely nothing to do with how their business is
 conducted! 


Is it in the jurisdiction of the City Council to determine
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 what the public should eat or drink in the City of Denver
 based on their personal political views?  I would bet
 money that the City Council did not vet any other vender
 at DIA to what the political opinion or to as their financial
 corporate status is!  Did you survey any Muslim owned
 business in Denver on what they thought of gays?


I think the City Council should concentrate their efforts
 on, well, maybe the safety of their citizens and visitors in
 Denver.  Maybe, just maybe the Council should worry
 about the gangs that are roving around downtown
 Denver like a pack of wolves!  These gangs as you
 know are not only harassing citizens but are a serious
 danger.  The poor man that was beaten and hospitalized
 last week should sue the city for neglecting this
 dangerous situation and then hiding it from the public!
  This danger exists down town and has for a long time
 and is widely known!  Denver refuses to address this
 problem.


Again, political correctness is put ahead of safety of the
 people!


It is time the City Council does something for the safety
 of its citizens and visitors instead of wasting time on a
 popular food vender at DIA!


I am a third generation Denverite!  I was born, raised,
 went to school and lived in Denver most my life.  At this
 time I wouldn’t go downtown after dark if I had to, and
 rarely even venture into Denver for any reason! I am so







 ashamed on how the city is managed!


Sincerely
David Sullivan
sullydave51@yahoo.com
303-888-7931
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From: rtm71rtm@aol.com
To: rtm71rtm@aol.com
Subject: Federal money, YOURS !
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 10:11:23 AM


Does the Denver City Council and the Worcester City Council have anything in common ?


Yes, The members of both are BRAIN DEAD !    Beneath this article I have pasted web sites that have
 to do with the funding of Air Ports, US TAX DOLLARS are involved, FFA to start. Please let
 Denver     ( dencc@denvergov.org )  know that their brains are just a bit 'scrambled' ! ....That's what
 too much Kool-Aid will do to you.  Does their head actually get so BIG that you forget there are 310
 million OTHER Americans ?    Also the number of religious groups; Abrahamic religions, Christianity,
 Judaism, Islam, Bahá'í Faith...Rastafarianism; Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism, Sikhism, Taoism,
 Deism,Druidry, Wicca, New Thought Movement and Unitarian Universalism,.....would 'Denver' be
 discriminatory ? 


If I were Chick-fil-A, I would sue them !


If you have a Worcester City Council e-mail address, please forward this..


 


 


--------------------


A visit from Denver's thought
 police
By Augusta Chronicle (Augusta, Ga.) August 24, 2015 6:53 am


          


Chick-fil-A has done nothing wrong. And
 it promises not to.


Yet that's not good enough for the radical
 left. They want to punish the chain, and
 its franchisees and employees, simply
 because its owners believe in traditional
 marriage.


The Denver City Council has tied itself up
 in knots over whether to allow the Atlanta-based chain to have an outlet in Denver
 International Airport. Radical-left council members want to deny the lease because of
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 the chain owners' belief in traditional marriage.


Again, Chick-fil-A does not discriminate, and promises not to. But in the view of several
 leftists on the city council, the chain has committed a thought crime.


 


America's Airports | Did you know?
airportsforthefuture.org/did-you-know/ - Similar
America's airports generate billions of dollars in economic activity and ... America's airports are
 largely self-sustaining and do not drain precious local tax ... commercialairports receive almost no
 taxpayer-funded support from state or local sources. Federal grants that help pay
 for airport construction projects come from a ...


TCPA - how airports are funded - Trinity County Pilots ...
www.tcpilots.org/resource/funding.html - Similar
State and Federal agencies tax this fuel to provide the funds needed to make the NAS work. ... airline
 tickets, aircraft fuel, freight waybills and international departures, and ... improve America's air
 transportation system by funding airport improvements, ... TheAirport and Airway Trust
 Fund receives revenue through taxes on ...


Airport Improvement Program (AIP) - Federal Aviation ...
www.faa.gov  › FAA Home  › Airports - Similar
The AIP provided grants to airports for planning and development projects. ... Contact Us... Notice of
 Decision to Issue Buy American Waivers for Foreign Object Debris (FOD) Detection .... FAA Mission ·
 The Foundation of Everything We Do ...


Overview: What is AIP? – Airports - Federal Aviation ...
www.faa.gov  › FAA Home  › Airports  › Airport Improvement Program (AIP)
Sep 10, 2013 ... Explains what airports and types of projects are eligible for AirportImprovement
 Program (AIP) ... How Does FAA Determine Which Projects Will Receive AIPFunds? .... Airport Act of
 1946 and drew its funding from the general fund of the U.S.Treasury. ... FAA Mission · The Foundation
 of Everything We Do ...
[ More results from www.faa.gov ]


Airports and Air Traffic Control | Downsizing the Federal ...
www.downsizinggovernment.org/transportation/airports-atc - Similar
There is vast foreign experience that can be drawn on in pursuing U.S. reforms, ... a brief history
 of federal involvement in airport funding and air traffic control. .... Federal law generally provides
 that governments that have received federal aid for ... Cities whoseairports are accepted for the
 pilot program do not have to repay ...


Improving Airport Funding to Meet the Needs of Passengers | ...
taxfoundation.org/.../improving-airport-funding-meet-needs-passengers
May 11, 2015 ... The major federal taxes on passenger air travel raised $12.05 billion for ...
 Passenger traffic is rising once again at both the domestic and international levels. ... Commercial
 service airports in the United States already have such a .... for the government but do not
 necessarily get that money back to spend ...


Feds keep little-used airports in business - USA Today
usatoday30.usatoday.com/.../2009-09-17-little-used-airports_N.h... - Similar
Sep 17, 2009 ... Built using $11 million in federal money, the airport is used only by private airplanes.
 ... The lawmakers also regularly use general-aviation airports to get ... " That's a major reason why
 the county commissioners want to do ... Phoenix Sky HarborInternational Airport, for example,
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 operates at 79% of capacity.


GAO-14-658T, AIRPORT FUNDING: Aviation Industry ...
www.gao.gov/assets/670/664188.pdf - Similar
Jun 18, 2014 ... over the last decade. Because many sources of airport funding,
 includingfederal ... Airports in the national airport system receive AIP entitlement grants for eligible
 projects ... conditions. The U.S. airport association, Airports Council International—North
 .... do not produce revenue and is used by the public.
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From: jstump121@verizon.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: comment
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:27:07 AM


Obviously you don't want Christians in Denver. Your
 unconstitutional attack on Chic Fil A proves the point. 
 Hence, I have started a boycott Denver! We just
 cancelled out trip and I have thousands in my
 organization that will follow suit! You would do well in
 Russia! Joann Stump
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From: tribalismsucks
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Bring Chick-Fil-A to the DIA
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 11:50:03 AM


Hello. I am contacting you about an article in the Denver Post stating the city council
 considers Chick Fil A a company that discriminates, therefore does not want them having a
 restaurant in the Denver international airport. In case you didn't notice, the council is
 discriminating against the Christian faith. You can't base the City of Denver's discrimination
 on a companies faith. You need to hear the people's voice. CHICK FIL A does NOT
 discriminate or hate anyone. You obviously don't know much about the Christian faith. City
 counsel says their decision is based on morality. Well, so is the stance of Chick-fil-A. 


Have a great day,
Michelle 
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From: Amy Charlton
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Do not ban Chick-Fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:39:18 AM


Denver City Council Members,


We have flown into and out of your fine city's airport a number of times, and have benefitted 
from the experience.


The notion that Chick-Fil-A is somehow going to "do harm" to travelers by their mere 
presence in your large airport is unsupportable.  The first amendment liberties of this nation 
are in the crosshairs of a minority of individuals, and it is not rational to think that a restaurant 
whose founders support the 12,000 year old principle of natural marriage should somehow be 
punished.  "Group think" is not what we're about in this country - liberty, not imposed social 
marxism of thought, is the foundation of our nation!!


DO NOT BAN CHICK-FIL-A from your airport in your 9/1/15 meeting.


Joe and Amy Charlton
jacharlt6@gmail.com
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From: Don Zeman
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 4:16:08 PM


Denver City Council;


Unlike the city of Denver, Chick-fil-A does not operate on public funding and taxes.  It is a privately owned
 company that happens to express the beliefs of its owner.  If the owners beliefs don't match that of the council, you
 have the nerve to think you can just not let the company do business in Denver?  Don't consider the jobs it will
 bring to DIA and the taxes it will be paying into the city, your just concerned about being PC.  Shame on all of
 you. 


I tell you what, if you don't want to approve this business, all of us will give the other Chick-fil-A locations even
 more business so they can "fund and fuel discrimination", as you say.  Good for Chick-fil-A!!  I think that Chick-
fil-A doesn't need Denver as a place to do business and good riddance!  Do business where they are appreciated. 


Don Zeman
Federal Way, WA
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From: Darryl Ford
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:06:22 PM


Denver City Council,


   Please confirm the right of people to choose for themselves which
 businesses to patronize.  It is wrong to exclude Chick-Fil-A from the
 airport because the owners disagree with some people's desire to
 change the definition of marriage.


                      Sincerely,


                                  Sheila Ford
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From: Lisa Riley
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Area of Concern
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 11:46:15 AM


Dear Council Members,
I have never written to you before, but I feel so strongly on this issue, that I feel that I must write to you.
I have heard that you have stopped Chik fila from being at DIA. Not only does this concern me, but saddens me on
 your stance on gay marriage. As a Christian, I feel that from the Bible, God's written word, God is opposed to gay
 marriage. (I Corinthians 6:9-10 states that homosexuals will not enter the kingdom of God.) This doesn't mean that I
 hate gays. On the contrary, Jesus wants me to show kindness and love towards them, which would hopefully lead
 them to Him. Chik fila has the courage to stand up for what they believe is right. Businesses who are for gay
 marriage are allowed to operate, why not businesses that are opposed? This seems like discrimination against an
 opposing viewpoint.


I hope and pray that you will reverse your decision to allow Chik fila to be at DIA.


Sincerely,
Lisa G. Riley


Sent from my iPad
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From: Doug Hanson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A at DIA
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:15:30 AM


Honorable Council Members,


As a frequent traveler through DIA, at least twice per week, sometimes more, I would like to encourage you to allow
 Chick-Fil-A to open at DIA. I love Chick-Fil-A's food, and have found the majority of food vendors in DIA to be
 bland, with the exception of Mesa Verde Grill in the A Concourse.


There are plenty of options, but going through there multiple times per week, I can't even bring myself to consider
 eating at many of them. I would be more concerned with the quality of food being served in your airport than what
 the owner of a national food chain's personal opinion is.


I am trying to understand what the difference is when you, as individual members, express your opinions that many
 find offensive, and the owner of a business that expresses his personal opinion that you find offensive is. Please. get
 over yourselves and consider your traveling public that brings money into the airport to spend. Those offended by
 Chick-Fil-A won't  spend theirs there. Those of us that like Chick-Fil-A will.


Last time I checked, we had a constitutional amendment that prohibited government from inhibiting free speech. I
 haven't found the one that gives the freedom from being offended, as I am over your refusal of Chick-Fi-A.


Thank You,


Doug Hanson
Colton. SD
____________________________________________________________
Protect what matters
Floods can happen anywhere. Learn your risk and find an agent today.
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL3131/55db50ec1b4d550e85b06st02vuc
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From: cacorondoni@aim.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Fwd: CHIK FIL A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:10:29 PM


PARDON THE MISTAKE ON EMAIL ADDRESS, HOWEVER THE MESSAGE
 REMAINS THE SAME:


-----Original Message-----
From: cacorondoni <cacorondoni@aim.com>
To: denco <denco@denvergov.org>
Sent: Sun, Aug 23, 2015 4:09 pm
Subject: CHIK FIL A


Dear Denver Council Members:


It is OUTRAGEOUS, UNFAIR, AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL for you to deny
 a business license to Chik Fil A.  America was founded on the basis of
 Religious Freedom and Christian businesses or ANY OTHER BUSINESS
  HAVE THE RIGHT to believe what they want.  Chik Fil A serves
 EVERYBODY and does not discriminate in hiring practices.


TRULY, YOU ARE THE ONES DISCRIMINATING and being propelled by
 the LGBTQ agenda to block Christians from the marketplace.


WHERE IS THIS GOING TO END???  Can you not see that your decision
 is LIKE NAZI GERMANY WHEN THEY BOYCOTTED JEWISH
 BUSINESSES prior to WW!!?   WHO WILL BE NEXT TO FACE SUCH
 UNFAIR PERSECUTION?


It is FRIGHTENING where America is heading.  I pray your hearts will be
 convicted to DO THE RIGHT THING, TO UPHOLD RELIGIOUS
 FREEDOM, and change your decision.


Sincerely,


Gail C. Corondoni
Grass Valley, CA
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From: bla1124@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: complaint.
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 4:59:35 PM


hello
i read on the news about your fight with chik filet. i will say this. i am with them on there stand about
 marriage. america is on the wrong with God. if you or all people don't like what they believe in then you
 should not be in office nor start telling stores what they can do or not do. the government was not built on
 that. i was wanting to come to denver one day to visit and now i guess i will not since the city council
 believe's in gay marriage. have a blessed day and please seak God on what is right and wrong. 
lamar. 
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From: Bill Leake
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 4:34:38 PM


Council Members:


It is my understanding from a friend that lives in FL & NC that DIA is seriously considering 
denying Chick-fil-A the opportunity to operate a business there because Chick-fil-A 
disapproves of same sex marriage. Chick-fil-A has every legal right to disapprove if they 
wish; however, but not to refuse service. That’s a very important distinction that DIA had 
better be cognizant of. Otherwise, they are, in fact, violating laws by prohibiting a business the
 opportunity of operating there at DIA. So long as Chick-fil-A does not refuse service (or 
some ringer planted there as an employee does not go against company policy for the purpose 
of compromising/embarrassing the company) to same sex couples they are well within their 
rights. It would be highly, highly suspect if Chick-fil-A were turned down for some bogus, 
trumped up excuse. 


Sincerely,
Bill Leake
2023 Mammoth Ct.
Evergreen, CO 80439 
(303) 674-6749 H
(303) 378-3710 C
WSLeake42@gmail.com 
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From: JD(Jarrell) Clark
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Business opportunities in Denver
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 9:16:18 AM


Sirs:
   From what I have seen in the news is it fair to say that
 the City of Denver WILL NOT allow a Christian business
 that believe in the teachings of the Holy Bible to operate
 in the Denver area? 
 Do you have the same stance on muslim business that
 follow the koran?  
 Or is it simpily the City Council of Denver is against the
 teaching of Holy God to the point that the city council will
 do anything to drive Christianity out of Denver?


Before you pass judgement on me, please understand
 that regardless of what you think you know, Church
 attendance will not get you into Heaven, neither will
 Bible knowledge, or being a "good person" or doing
 "good works".  None of these will get you into heaven.
  There is only one way, and no other way, to get
 everlasting life.


If you want to know, send me an email and if you do not
 want the knowledge of how you can have everlasting
 life, well I wish you well and I hope you can find peace.


JD Clark
Lewisville, Texas   
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From: barbara
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: FW: hesitation on permitting Chick-fil-a at DIA
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 5:39:44 PM


 
 
It seems pretty clear to me that Chick-fil-a as a business does not discriminate against anyone.  An
 opinion from one individual does not equate to performance.  Your opinions to perhaps dislike
 anyone who may have a belief contrary to yours, should, in no way, dictate non-issuance of a
 business license.  Unless Chick-fil-a  publicly posts non-service to persons of a different color,
 different nationality, or different sexual orientation, they should not be discriminated against by the
 Denver City Council.  Chick-fil-a is successful fast food restaurant with a large customer base.  Why
 would you cut off your nose to spite your face? Indeed, it seems more likely that you will end up
 with egg on your face.
 
Do the right thing and welcome Chick-fil-a to DIA.
 
Respectfully,
Barbara Bickham
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From: Windy Steiner
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-a
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 10:57:09 AM


Dear city Council,


I am in favor of a Chick-Fil-a restaurant at the airport and I'd like to explain why.  I reside in
 80222.  I'm an RN at a local hospital and volunteer with several local organizations.  One
 being an at-risk-youth mentoring program.  I am also a devout Christian and I love my City.  I
 am deeply disturbed by recent legislation occurring here in Denver; a city that claims to
 embrace diversity.   The legislation I'm referring to is the witch hunt against Christians who
 hold fast to their religious beliefs and dare to oppose gay marriage.  What's even more
 disturbing is that this is not simply a boycott by the citizens of Denver, which is totally
 appropriate, but it is the government out rightly persecuting the Church.  The beauty of
 America is that we as a nation of all different types of people can have opposing viewpoints
 with out fear of persecution.  It seems we are moving away from that.  I would like you to
 look beyond Dan Cathy's personal views on gay marriage (a view that is not in step with your
 own and therefore apparently must be punished) and consider chick-Fil-a as a company.
  They support many local and national charities, they lend aid when there is a crisis.  They
 feed the hungry, and work to enrich the surrounding community.  Their customer service is
 impeccable and they take very good care of their employees.  Also, I'm unsure of "the fuel"
 you are referring to that supports discrimination?  In fact there is at least one gay man that
 works at the chick-Fil-a on Colfax, which I frequent.  To be honest, I'm not really even sure
 why the City Council has the power to vote on this at all.  If this were a Muslim for instance,
 much like the woman wearing a burka that you are pictured with on your webpage, Paul
 Lopez, there wouldn't even be a question of morals at all, despite the well know fact that
 Muslims also vehemently oppose gay marriage.  In fact, in the Middle East right now
 homosexuals are being hanged in droves.  It would seem that for whatever reason, many of
 you have a personal vendetta against Christians.  I'm here to tell you to BACK OFF.
  Separation of church and state works both ways... Unless you are embracing, let's say, Nazi
 ideology.  Consider this poem written during that time by Martin Niemoller:  
First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Socialist.


Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out— 
Because I was not a Trade Unionist.


Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out— 
Because I was not a Jew.


Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.


I implore this city council.  Do not do this evil thing.  Do not choose the path along a slippery
 slope that will most likely wind up affecting the future for all of us and our children.  Allow
 free thought to continue with out fear of persecution.  Practice the "tolerance" you preach.  
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Peacefully yours, 


~Windy Steiner 








From: Nancy Oleksy
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Bigots
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 6:42:43 PM


It seems the Denver City Council cannot tolerate diversity!  If one disagrees
 with your opinions, they are discriminated against.  Nice try at saying you
 appreciate an open society…epic failure in reality!  Let Chick Fil A open a
 restaurant!  Your narrow viewpoint is so antiquated.
 
Nancy Oleksy
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From: james dean
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Jim Dean
Subject: Chick-Fil-A at Denver Airport
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:13:36 AM


I have been hearing on the news that the Denver City Council is considering denying a request by Chick-Fil-A to
 open a store inside the Denver International Airport.  As a Colorado resident that frequently flies in and out of the
 Denver airport, I respectfully request that you approve Chick-Fil-A opening a store at the airport. 


Jim Dean
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From: RON MYLES
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Fwd: WSJ.com - Wsj.com - Censoring a Business
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 1:25:11 PM


To the Members of the Denver City Council:


Those of you who have been playing the political games described in the following WSJ article ought to
 be ashamed of yourselves.  


As a senior, a life-long Democrat, a commercial Realtor in Denver for over 40+ years, a commercial
 property owner in Denver and a Christian, I cannot believe that in America today that any public official
 would conduct the peoples' business in this disgusting manner.  


Are you anti-Christian and/or against free speech?  If not, then I strongly suggest that you straighten this
 mess out and do the right thing because it is a disgrace for our city.


Thanks.


Very truly yours,


     Ron


Ronald L. Myles, CCIM
2740 S. Wadsworth Blvd., Unit F
De3nver, Colorado 80227


303-914-9223  Office Tele.


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


-----Original Message-----
From: RMylesCCIM@aol.com <access@interactive.wsj.com>
To: RMylesCCIM <RMylesCCIM@aol.com>
Cc: RMylesCCIM <RMylesCCIM@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 6:16 pm
Subject: WSJ.com - Wsj.com - Censoring a Business


* Please note, the sender's email address has not been verified


You have received the following link from RMylesCCIM@aol.com:.


WSJ.com - Wsj.com - Censoring a Business
Subscriber-only content will be available to non-subscribers for up to seven days after it is
 emailed.


This article can also be accessed if you copy and paste the entire address below
into your web browser.
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From: Bo Lollar
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: idiocy in denver
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2015 2:42:06 PM


I wish my 5 brothers and I had know how goofy the Denver city council was before we went
 west to Colorado and spent a few days before turning back east and attending the
 Auburn/Kansas St football game last fall.  We wouldn't have set foot in Denver. 


How stupid do you look to the country, well to most of the country, by denying Chik-Fil-A to
 locate in Denver.  It only serves to make you look like fools and Chik-Fil-A more attractive to
 their customers.  And the Denver people are the losers for your stupidity.


And I realize you don't give a flip about my opinion, but you got it anyway.


Bo Lollar
Berry, Alabama 
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From: Joan Frazier
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 10:06:44 AM


I just read the squabble about the chain's location in your Airport.  I don't know whether it has been resolved.  You
 live in a very beautiful state.  Too bad your state is fast gaining on California as another liberal granola state.  What
 ain't flakes are nuts!


I don't plan to visit anymore.  You are letting intolerant idiots run the show.  They are ignoramuses who think they're
 smart.  In addition, they're missing some real good chicken!


Joan Frazier
Hendersonville, NC.  (Another beautiful place)
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From: JC
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: CFA
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:02:17 PM


It is fascist to deny Chick Fil A their license to operate over differences in opinion. You
 libtards are such intolerant shitheads.
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From: Libsrdumb griffin
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Fag fight
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:33:53 AM


Fuck you gay cum guzzling faggots. I think I still have one more liberal working for
 me, so I will fire him on Friday. he can think little butt fuckers like you for losing his
 job.


Bend over and take it like a real man you fag Twinkies.
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From: Kaboth, Linda
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Dennis Kaboth
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 8:26:07 AM


Dear City Council: I am appalled at the statements made about Chick-Fil-A, and the possibility that a company
 would be prohibited from operating  at a City run concession due to the beliefs of the CEO.   I am a Denver
 resident, I have no religious beliefs - other than a belief in the U.S. Constitution. I am so so sad that my City
 representatives don't understand these rights.  How can this happen? Maybe a tutorial on the Constitution is
 necessary? Thank you for letting me express my views without a fear of retribution.


Linda Kaboth
324 S Franklin
Denver, Colorado USA
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Tom
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Hi
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:55:47 AM


Really??? Perhaps you folks should put down your hash pipes and study the precedents that keep
 you from allowing a Christian business to do business @ the Denver airport. I have traveled
 extensively and the Denver Airport, WAS one of my favorite. Won’t spend another dime in Denver
 and pretty much Colorado in the future if this kind of feckless, quixotic leadership can’t see the
 forest through the trees! Good luck with this one and get your liberal barristers ready because you
 have little to work with. Sounds more like the city needs new leadership from rational board
 members. Have a nice day!
 
Tom  
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From: Chuck Childres
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: intolerance
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 1:10:53 PM


You people are pathetic!  So many people on the side of the LGBT movement preach
 tolerance, yet you are only tolerant of other peoples beliefs if they match your own.  Chik-fil-
a does not discriminate against anyone because they are gay.  The CEO simply stated that he
 believes in the Biblical definition of marriage.  This statement has been treated as if he said
 'we refuse to serve anyone who is gay, or that we will treat them differently'.  Personally, I do
 not agree with that lifestyle, or that the very definition of marriage should be re-written just
 because a small group wants the definition to suit their purpose. However, I know and work
 with individuals who are gay.  They are wonderful people and I do not, and would not, treat
 them differently than anyone else I work or socialize with.  


I hope Chik-fil-a tells you to stick it and goes somewhere else.  By all accounts, they are a
 great company to work for, and you are only hurting the city of Denver by rejecting them.


The next time you get on your soap box and preach tolerance, you need to take a good hard
 look in the mirror!  It seems to me that the LGBT community, as a whole. is a very intolerant
 bunch.


Chuck Childres
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From: Elizabeth Richards
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Business
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:32:26 AM


Denver City Council,


Please allow Chick fil A into DIA.  They are a good business and should not be discriminated against. 


I will do minimal business at DIA if Chick fil A is not allowed into the airport.


Elizabeth Richards
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From: jimwickman113@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil- A DIA Conccession
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 8:59:29 AM


Read the recent report about your attempt to prevent a Chick-fil-A concession at DIA.  I read the
 "reasons" given by some of your members and must say the new thought police have moved to Denver
 and changed the definition of words.  Mr Lopez's comment about this being a "moral issue" shows he
 has not understanding of what morals are.  Ms Kniech's comment about  "corporate profits used to fund


 and fuel discrimination" reveal that she is nothing but a progressive political hack using Alinskyite tactics


 to punish her enemies.  Shame on all of you if you let this blatant political attack prevent the concession.


James R. Wickman
Be Safe
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From: Richard Giordano drgioman@q.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A: homosexual ranting!
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:40:02 AM


Members:
Get a clue, and also while you're at it, a backbone!  Robin Kniche can peddle her LGBT
 political correctness nonsense in her own ranks of homosexuals, but the rest of us normal
 (Yes . .. "normal:" the "norm" in our society, by 97%)  don't need to capitulate to her immoral
 behavior.  Your failure to represent the MAJORITY of your citizenry is exactly what Josh
 McDowell spoke of in his book "The New Tolerance."  Not only do homosexuals want to be
 tolerated, in the true definition of "tolerant," but they also demand that the rest of us
 participate in their immoral behavior.  Enough!  Tell Robin to just shut up!
Dr. Richard J. Giordano
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From: cynthia21918@juno.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: CHICK FILET @ DIA
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 11:14:47 AM


DISSEMMINATE TO ALL 13 COUNCIL MEMBERS:
 
Dear Council Members,
 
My name is Cynthia Krueger.  I am a Denver, Colorado native and I love my state-of-origin.  I
 currently reside in West Houston, Texas for employment purposes, but travel thru DIA, and
 spend money and time in the Denver area, visiting relatives.
 
The purpose of my email to you today is to encourage you to permit CHICK FILET to have a
 restaurant at DIA. 
 
Of the many fast-food restaurants, CHICK FILET offers the healthiest chicken, with the
 lowest fat, salt, sugar, and carbohydrate content, when compared to menu items of other fast-
food chains.  Their food is fresh, hot, delicious and healthy.  Of all the fast-food restaurants,
 it's the only choice I am interested in purchasing for health reasons.  Further, I have always
 received excellent customer service from CHICK FILET employees, who treat me with
 dignity, respect and kindness.
 
I feel that if your council adheres to tolerance as a goal, then tolerance of CHICK FILET is
 something your council needs to incorporate toward CHICK FILET, even if you do not agree
 with the values of CHICK FILET's deceased founder.   
 
CHICK FILET represents the values of many people in our nation from many religions,
 cultures and races.  By rejecting CHICK FILET's place at DIA, your council is rejecting the
 many people who have the same values which is INTOLERANT.
 
Because your goal is to BE TOLERANT of EVERYONE, your action to reject CHICK FILET
 would make you hypocrites of your own value system:  you would display the very attitude
 you hope to eradicate - INtolerance.
 
I am thereby asking you to allow CHICK FILET to have a presence at DIA.  I ask for this not
 only for health purposes, and the ability to make my OWN choice about which companies to
 support or reject, but also because the very value your council hopes to uphold is
 compromised by rejecting CHICK FILET.  You can not display tolerance while being
 intolerant of CHICK FILET at the same time.   
 
If you make the decision to reject CHICK FILET's application, so that CHICK FILET has no
 presence at DIA based on their VALUES, please also remove STARBUCKS, BEN &
 JERRY'S, and other businesses whose VALUES and financial donations support Planned
 Parenthood, an organization that has become highly offensive to a major group of people
 recently.  Planned Parenthood performs medical actions toward women without
 gaining their written consent as required by law, and in so doing, are deceptive, and also
 hazardous toward clientele (not to mention other complaints about them). 
 
If you are going to 'cherry pick' who can and cannot have a business based on their VALUES,
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 then your action to reject a company based on that company's values makes you, clearly, 'the
 pot calling the kettle black', and hypocritical toward your own value system of tolerance.  
 
A business should be approved to operate at DIA based on:  Company Name Value, Product
 Quality, Affordability, Customer Service, and Ethical Business Practices.  CHICK FILET
 offers all these things with excellence.
 
The opinion of a deceased founder should not deter you from permitting CHICK FILET to
 operate at DIA.  Further, besides the excellent food quality, many people want to make their
 CHOICE about what companies to support or avoid.
 
By rejecting CHICK FILET, you are causing a further dividing line between citizens.  You are
 also removing personal choice in food purchase, which is something I want to make for
 myself without your opinion or interference.  I prefer CHICK FILET to all other fast food
 restaurants because of ingredient content, and preparation method.  By removing this choice,
 you are asking me to impair my health.  I cannot tolerate foods with sugar, salt, fat or
 carbohydrate, and foods with to much of these ingredients makes me very sick.  Of all the
 choices, CHICK FILET is the best option for me, especially when I travel.
 
THE DEFFINITION of tolerance is to tolerate viewpoints you disagree with.  Please keep this
 in mind when making your decision and please allow CHICK FILET to have a restaurant at
 DIA. 
 
Please exercise the tolerance you wish to display, and allow CHICK FILET to have a presence
 at DIA. 
 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, Cynthia Krueger, Denver Native (Houston, TX resident)


____________________________________________________________
Protect what matters
Floods can happen anywhere. Learn your risk and find an agent today.
floodsmart.gov
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From: tracy kilian
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: For Chick FIL A
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 9:59:10 AM


Dear Denver City Council,


I am very saddened and disappointed to hear you may not allow Chick Fil A to open a
 resturant near DIA due to beliefs; which under the Constitution of the United States they are
 allowed to have. Are you a communist community?  Can only businesses that agree with you
 be open for business?  Chick Fil A is an aspiring business that does NOT deny service to
 anyone!  You should be ashamed of your bullying. 
Tracy Kilian
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From: Pollett
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 6:40:45 PM


Dear Sirs and Madams of the Denver City Council,


Please do not vote to prevent Chick-Fil-A from locating in your airport.


Thanks,
George Pollett
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From: M. Wood
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Intolerance...
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:41:11 PM


..Now who's being intolerant?
Are you examining other restaurants with same criteria?
No; there are many willing to testify that the motive behind the licensing stall is far from fair.
Many Christians will testify of being shut out of jobs because of their faith.
You're proving them all right.
Do you really want that stigma on your council?
Just think about who is targeting who here.  Public beginning to see your council as targeting
 Christian business owners.
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From: Phil Keller
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: please reconsider your stance on Chik-fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 1:26:48 PM


Hello,


I know that your city is beautiful and attracts many people from around the world. My
 friends and I have decided to forgo our trip to Seattle this year. And, we have chosen
 Denver as our fall destination for travel. We fly out of San Diego. After reading in the
 Denver Post that you may not allow a restaurant in your airport - it has made us
 reconsider our travel plans (again). This would be our first trip to the city. I hope you
 can allow the food chain in question to build their establishment there, and that you
 make your decision soon. Our trip is slated for late September. Thank you.


Sincerely,
Phil Keller
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From: Sam Parsons
To: dencc - City Council; michaelbrown@khow.com; mandyconnell@iheartmedia.com
Subject: Chick-fil-A @ DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 4:12:13 PM


Hello Denver City Council,


I heard about your hesitancy to allow Chick-fil-A to open a restaurant in DIA because of the
 comment made by the CEO three years ago that he believed in traditional marriage between a
 man and a woman.  He did not say he opposed gay marriage.  The company does not have an
 anti-gay or anti-gay marriage policy.  The company is not in opposition to gay marriage.  The
 CEO simply answered a reporter's question when asked about gay marriage.


The fact that this has become such an issue is ridiculous.  Are we, as a country, this hysterical
 about Political Correctness?  One man's personal beliefs do not represent the policies of the
 entire company.


You are worried about discrimination.  So am I.  If you block Chick-fil-A because of the
 personal beliefs of the CEO then you, the Denver City Council, are discriminating against the
 company for what you perceive to be their beliefs.  That would be total hypocrisy.


Get over it and make a decision based on economic needs and reality not some over the top
 sense of Political Correctness or fear of a lawsuit.


If you are all this afraid of offending anyone then please do us all a favor and step down so
 that someone can make decisions based on common sense and logic, not fear.


Sam Parsons
Concerned Citizen and Tax Payer
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From: Kelly H
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: CHICK FIl-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 12:30:47 AM


Dear Denver Council members,


  If as is being discussed, the Denver business council members deny Chick Fil-A's plans for a
 DIA franchise based on its founding member's statement from 3 yrs ago that he believes in
 traditional marriage, the same position held at the time by Pres. Obama, Ms. Clinton, Joe
 Biden and many other public figures, rest assured that I and my family shall boycott any
 future visits to your otherwise magnificent city until that policy changes. Chick FIl-A has never
 and will never deny service to anyone based on their race, religion and lifestyle CHOICE (to
 quote the President in a recent interview).  No doubt your council has continued to allow
 Starbucks and Ben & Jerry's et al., to operate on Denver property despite their outspoken
 anti-traditional marriage views, and their support of Planned Parenthood and itsThird Reich-
ian profiteering of infant body parts.  We sincerely hope reason, maturity and plain business
 sense will prevail, over pressure from those who are shortsighted and unintegrated in their
 overall worldview and in particular, their basic understanding of free market practices and
 their First Amenment protection.


Sincerely,
K.Heaton
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From: Rich Carnahan
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a at DIA
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 1:22:39 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Dear Denver City Council,
 
Just wanted to let you know that should you decide not to allow Chick-fil-a at DIA, then I will promise
 not to do any business in Denver proper.  While I’m only one, there are many others who feel the
 same way. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Dr. Richard Carnahan
Aurora CO
 


rscarnahan@centurylink.net
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From: Lorraine Gloede
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: CHICK-FILET AT AIRPORT
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 12:40:17 PM


Permits for businesses at the airport should not be based on what you
 think they should stand for.  Chick-Filet is selling food.  Period.  It is a
 plus, of course, that the owner stands up for his Christian religious beliefs,
 but that aspect should have nothing to do with a permit.  The owner sells
 to anyone who comes into his stores, and does not discriminate,.....


What about Starbucks and  Ben and Jerry's?  According to 2nd Vote,
 Starbucks Foundation has donated to Planned Parenthood, while
 Starbucks has been “listed as a company that matches employees’ gifts to
 Planned Parenthood.” Ben and Jerry’s parent company, Unilever, has
 donated to Planned Parenthood.  With your mindset, you should not allow
 either of these businesses to operate at the airport.
I urge you to grant Chick-Filet authorization to have a business at the
 airport, and let the consumer decide with his wallet if any of the above
 bothers  him.
Thank you.
Lorrie Gloede
Dover, DE
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From: Robert Dominguez
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Freedom
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 2:07:16 PM


Denver City Council,


My name is Robert Dominguez.  I am a retired public  school teacher,  Pastor, jail
 Chaplain, US Army veteran, and former high school football coach.  I am not a young
 man, but I am a busy man.  I have never written a letter to any City Council
 anywhere.  Today is the first time.  


I will get right to the point.  I have read where you are denying Chick-Fil-A an
 opportunity to establish itself at the Denver Airport.  You are doing it because the
 owner and founder believes what the Bible says.  Please realize that you are making
 a serious mistake.  Why are you punishing, and unfairly discriminating against this
 entrepeneur?   Do you realize that you are  possibly breaking the law?  Do you
 realize that Chick-Fil-A is a thriving business?  In terms of tax revenue, this
 aforementioned business is capable of being a major blessing to the City of Denver.
  Chick-Fil-A has broken no laws.  As public servants, your job is to do what is best for
 the City of Denver, and to not mistreat people for their beliefs.  


Please reconsider your attitude toward this merchant, particularly since Chick-Fil-A is
 the apotheosis relevant to how a business should be run.  


Best wishes, 
Robert Dominguez
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From: p eberhart
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:05:12 PM


To Whom It May Concern:
    
   I am APPALLED that the Denver city council would be so bigoted that they would consider
 withholding permission for Chick-Fil-A to operate at the Denver Airport. The corporation of
 Chick-Fil-A has never discriminated against anyone. That you would presume to infer the
 former CEO's PERSONAL religious beliefs upon the corporation is beyond belief. Is your
 next plan to personally preform lie-detector tests on ALL employees of ALL businesses in the
 witch hunt to find one who might also be a person with religious beliefs? Then will you also
 deny ALL of those businesses permission to operate? Don't you think it is a little bit "the pot
 calling the kettle black" to discriminate against Chick-Fil-A? Do as I say....but not as I do?
 We travel through the Denver airport quite often. If you advocate against Chick-Fil-A; you
 can be sure I will NOT spend my money on ANYTHING in your airport. I may even actively
 search for routes that do not go through your airport. Yes....your philosophy works both ways.
 Oh, wait! Do you plan to find out which airlines we fly on and prevent them from landing in
 Denver as well?? Seems to be your reasoning.


PL Eberhart
Granbury Tx
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From: Rod May
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: It"s just chicken, folks
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 8:36:04 AM


(Not wanting to clog each of your inboxes, I'm sending here in expectation that this will reach all council members.
 If messages like these do not get to individual council members, please let me know and I will resend to each -
 thanks!)


I'm not one of your constituents, but fly through DIA regularly and am surprised to hear of the feathers ruffled
 (pardon the pun) regarding placing Chick-Fil-A at the airport.


You fine folks have lots more important work to do, it seems, than to push a food retailer through a worldview grid. 
 The point here is business and providing travelers with what they'd like to eat.  Don't make it so hard on yourselves,
 thinking that this is some sort of political statement.  If the folks want it - and I as one traveler would LOVE it - nod
 your heads and move on.  And, if a different vendor is in higher demand, give them the nod.


It's just chicken, folks - not the Magna Carta. :)


Thanks for all you do - I'm sure it's a tough job.


Sincerely,
Rod May, traveler from SD
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From: Richard Whited
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: re: Blatant Discrimination
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:38:39 PM


Denver City Council:


I see where the council, or at least some of the council, has a problem
with letting Chik Fil A have a franchise at the airport. I specifically
saw where councilwoman at large Robin Kniech was horrified at the idea
of putting her stamp of approval on a company that discriminates against
people. Seriously? Do you not see the absurdity of this position?


Even if it were true, you are discriminating against and hurling hate
speech at an entire group of people because the CEO of Chik Fil A had an
opinion. What would happen . . . seriously, what would happen if I
decided I didn't want a company in my town because the CEO promoting the
homosexual agenda? How far would that fly?


As it is, there is no evidence at all . . . NONE . . . that Chik Fil A
discriminates against anyone. No one has been asked to leave their
restaurant for any reason. No one has been denied employment because
they are homosexual or otherwise gender confused. The CEO of this
company said that he supports the biblical record of marriage, that
being between one man and one woman. Oh, the horror of it that a man
would have a Christian perspective! The next time there is a natural
disaster, make sure you pay attention to the first groups to respond
with support and encouragement. It will be Christian organizations and
they will not ask those they help whether they support the gay agenda.
They will simply help because they have been called to love those who
are in need of help. Check out the soup kitchens and food pantries and
more often than not they will be organized and staffed by Christians and
they will not ask your political position or gender preference before
they reach out to help.


So please pause the next time you want to do a wholesale bashing on
Christians and realize they will be the first ones ready to help you
when you are in need - no questions asked. If that's the kind of people
and companies that you want to drive out of your city . . . I feel very
sorry for your city. In the name of justice and fairness you hate on
Christians with the meanest, nastiest form of hate and discrimination
there is. Shame on you!


Rick Whited
Concerned Citizen
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From: Hazel Wesson-Peterson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: CHIK FIL A
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 10:43:33 AM


As a Colorado resident I cannot describe how disappointed I am with your decision regarding
 Chik Fil having a presence at DIA.  It appears to me and many others that the decision was
 based solely on the personal viewpoints of certain council members and not what people have
 requested. Chik Fil A has been feeding Americans for many years in a nondiscriminatory
 fashion. You could take a lesson from them. They don't refuse service to people based on
 their sexual, religious, political or any other persuasion. I suggest you do the same. You have
 discriminated against all Christians whether you choose to look at it that way or not. And
 there are a lot of us.


When I fly out of Denver,  I will stop outside the airport for dining as you have chosen to
 behave in such an inflammatory manner.


Chik Fil A will survive. Denver will now have a reputation of discrimination against Christian
 owned businesses and the ramifications could be enormous.


If I were a business inside DIA I would be up in arms because if bbc.co one could be treated
 this way why not others.


Hazel Wesson Peterson
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From: hankster09@gmail.com
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Hank Talikka
Subject: Chick-fil-A Restaurant at Airport
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:25:16 PM


Just saw where you aren’t going to let Chick Fil A have a restaurant in the airport... you are
 banning them on the same principals .. they are against same sex marriages and you are
 banning them because you are for same sex marriages.. SHAME ON YOU ALL>..... I see you
 have 3 Spanish names on the city council and 2 blacks.. I am offended by that because that is
 not an accurate representation of the national population...Somehow I don’t think blacks and
 Spanish make up almost 40% of the population... ..
 
As a retires Air Force Officer, I am ashamed of the way our country has all of a sudden said
 people can’t have their own opinion and if they have one that is against DCC, then you who
 are in power will make them tow the line or pay the price.... SHAME ON YOU AGAIN>>...
 
I will spend money at Chick Fil A before I spend a dime in Denver or Colorado.....
 
THank you and may all of you be banned from Chick Fil A.. but then the owners would never
 do that.. they have bigger hearts than any of your ever would....
 
Hank Talikka
 
Sent from Windows Mail
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From: Jonas Mancuso
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:15:26 PM


To whom it may concern,


I just read an article about the Denver city council blocking Chick-fil-a due to their stance on 
same sex marriage. Let it be known that we stand behind Chick-fil-a on their view.


My wife and I had plans to move to Denver in the next few years. I am a business owner 
looking to expand my business into new areas and my wife is a math teacher. Please make NO
 mistake about it, Denver is no longer a consideration.


It is sad that you side with 3% to 4% of the population and alienate 80%


Not to smart if you ask me.


Job well done!


Jonas Mancuso
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From: Mike
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic Fil A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 8:36:50 PM


Can you tell me why the City Council is discriminating against Chi Fil A's application just because they disagree
 with their stance on same sex marriage. Please have the decency to explain yourselves to me and the people of
 Denver..and spare the bigotry excuse by admitting that those on the council that oppose this application are
 intolerant bullies and bigots.   It is hard to fathom that large American cities, in the name of political correctness
 and cowardice, would be anti Christian and anti 1st amendment.  Good job City of Denver for at least showing your
 colors.


Mike Littler


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Robyn"s Reagan Acct
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Intolerance and Discrimination
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:15:37 AM


I guess it's okay for you people to practice it against anyone YOU disagree with; isn't it?


By the way, why is it all right for your other businesses, such as Starbucks and Ben and Jerry's, to contribute to
 Planned Parenthood's ongoing infant body-parts trafficking?


Talk about a group of people with strange "moral" values.


Mrs. Robyn Schmalz
raschmalz@reagan.com
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From: Jay McHue
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:18:59 PM


So, are you boobs going to start banning churches that don't support homosexuality and
 preventing people who don't support homosexuality from traveling to your city?  Please, grow
 some common sense ASAP before someone sues your sorry behinds into oblivion.
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From: gwa100
To: dencc - City Council
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:03:41 PM


What right do you have to sit in judgement of anybody's personal religous beliefs about
 marriage. Whether it is an owner or employee. they can practuce their religous beliefs as they
 want. Shame on the entire council. John Gurrera.


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
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From: Birthright, Liz
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Brooks, Albus - City Council District 9; kniechatlarge@genvergov.org
Subject: re: Chick-fil-A lease renewal at DIA
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:42:35 AM


To all City Council Members,
 
I am certain you all have the best of intentions of building an inclusive community, however your
 recent comments on the decision whether to renew a lease for Chick-fil-A are deeply concerning. 
 Has it occurred to you that denying the renewal of the lease for Chick-fil-A based on their
 management’s associations or affiliations with religious charities is discriminatory behavior? 
 
It is my opinion that the founder of Chick-fil-A definitely damaged his business when he chose to
 dispel his opinions publicly. As a result, I now know where their money goes and since I don’t agree
 with the views held by the managing folks of Chick-fil-A, I don’t give them my business. That is MY
 CHOICE.  However, I don’t believe that just because they don’t think like I do, that is a good reason
 to block them from the opportunity to do business at DIA.  If Chick-fil-A were an establishment that
 did not serve gays (they do, without exception) or did not hire gays (they do, without exception)
 then perhaps we may have conversations about not renewing their lease based on their
 discriminatory practices, but as a business they do not discriminate – SO WHY WOULD YOU, CITY
 COUNCIL MEMBERS?
 
Again, I do believe you are intending to build a more inclusive community, however making things
 difficult for Chick-fil-A to do business at DIA goes starkly against that. The message you are sending
 is that Denver will be inclusive ONLY FOR  THOSE WHO THINK THE WAY YOU DO.  Are you going to
 also start making things difficult for businesses who do not belong to your political party, or attend
 your church, or donate to a charity you don’t agree with?  Are we now going to require all
 businesses to disclose their religious / political / moral beliefs and donation histories before we
 deem them worthy of doing business in our city?  Please think and tread carefully…  this is a very
 slippery slope toward an EXclusive society, not an inclusive one, and I personally believe this would
 be an overreach of our government with a faint hint of fascism.
 
I really am hopeful that you are trying to make things better for our city, however this situation and
 your comments surrounding it strikes me - one of your constituents whom you represent - as
 discriminatory behavior. Chick-fil-A is a profitable business in several locations in Denver, let them
 renew their lease at DIA and run their business, and let the citizens of Denver choose whether to
 spend their money there, or not.
 
Respectfully,
Liz Birthright
 
 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Liz Birthright


Office: 303.254.3399
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Cell: 303.916.2692
 








From: Macon, Derrick L
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A at DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 9:19:36 AM


 
To Whom It May Concern:
 
I just heard that the council is leaning towards not allowing Chick-fil-A a spot at Denver International
 Airport on the basis of the owner’s support for traditional marriage.   Your actions, to me, are a form
 of bigotry and don’t help the LGBTQ cause.  What it does is causes resentment towards that
 community.   This is another example of political correctness that will eventually destroy this
 country.  So what the owner supports traditional marriage!  Discrimination would be him publicly
 announcing he would not sell his product to or would not hire anyone from the LGBTQ community. 
 Someone asked him a question during an interview and he voiced his belief and opinion.   Since no
 one on the council defended Chick-fil-A, you all are a bunch of bigots toward those that hold to
 traditional marriage.   We all need to wake up and see what political correctness is doing to this


 country.  We can’t disagree without being judged by those of the opposition.   We have our 1st


 amendment rights but they are being trampled on by PC-talk and council members like all of you.   I
 rarely contact government officials but this is ridiculous.   Again you are not helping the LGBTQ
 cause by discriminating against a company because the CEO believes in traditional marriage. I’m
 pretty sure Chick-fil-A has sold to and hired LGBTQ people.   By denying Chick-fil-A a spot at DIA, you
 are the ones (the bigots) discriminating against those who have a different opinion when it comes to
 marriage.  You are also diluting what is considered true discrimination. 
 
I hope you all do what you were hired to do. That is, represent all people and look at issues rationally
 and objectively.   Don’t fall victim to political correctness.  
 
My two cents!
 
-Derrick
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From: Rev. Justin McCreedy
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Censure of Chick-fil-A CEO Dan Cathy
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 10:48:49 AM


In the name of ‘equality,’
 members of the City Council’s
 Business Development
 Committee have said they are
 morally obliged to keep the
 restaurant chain out of the city-
owned facility.  Read more:
 http://www.ncregister.com/daily-
news/denver-airport-puts-chick-
fil-a-on-hold-over-ceos-marriage-
stance/#ixzz3k27vrZbA


Dear Council Members:


You have a "moral obligation" in the name of
 "equality"?  Are you unanimous in this position or
 operating on a majority consensus?  (I am asking
 that rhetorically.)  The following actually seem to
 me to be what is happening here:
There are politically correct standards today that
 govern people's thinking that sometimes also have
 the support of laws, but they are not necessarily
 truly moral issues or moral imperatives in the
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 traditional sense, or even called so appropriately. 
 What you in fact are doing is objecting to Dan
 Cathy's exercise of his own moral imperative and
 conscience, which actually has very little if
 anything to do with the public service provided by
 his Company and its employees.


I have taken note of this and written to you
 because I think your position invites review and
 reconsideration on your part not only on the basis
 of the thoughts I have shared with you briefly
 here about moral standards, but what is contained
 in traditional understanding of freedom of
 conscience and freedom of expression.


Very truly yours,


Very Rev. Justin McCreedy
Prior of Saint Martin's Abbey
5000 Abbey Way, S.E.
Lacey, Washington  98503








From: Terry Williams
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 11:04:23 AM


It has come to the attention of many that the Denver council may be in violation of discrimination
 laws.  I’m not a attorney, but the last time I was aware. Using someone’s religious beliefs cannot be
 used to deny or accept a decision.  This holds especially true to a corporation that does not fall
 under being a religious tax-exempt entity. 
 
What is becoming clear is that your city government may possibly support bigotry under the disguise
 of tolerance.  If this is true, then it maybe best to cut ties with those who have such beliefs.  In a
 society where tolerance is being preached on all levels and then see a exhibit of intolerance goes
 against the very grain of our ‘Bill of Rights’ and more so the Constitution of the United States, itself.
 
We, the people are fully aware, as it’s being broadcasted through social media and broadcast
 media.  
 
Thank you
Terry L. Williams
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Dan Pulos
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic Fil A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:50:08 PM


Whether you personally agree with Chic fil A's business or not, it is inappropriate for a
 government body to restrict commerce based upon the religious beliefs of a business owner or
 organization.  This move would likely be unconstitutional and you would waste tax payers
 dollars defending it.  Why would you want to do that.


If the City Council, or certain of its members, doesn't like CFA, then don't buy anything there. 
 It's really quite simple.  FYI, CFA is very popular with the taxpayers... who pay your salaries.


Do the right thing.


Dan


-
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From: Mike Bambino
To: dencc - City Council; Flynn, Kevin J. - City Council; Espinoza, Rafael G. - City Council; Lopez, Paul D. - City


 Council Dist #3; Black, Kendra A. - City Council; Kashmann, Paul J. - City Council; Clark, Jolon M. - City Council;
 Herndon, Christopher J. - City Council District 8; Brooks, Albus - City Council District 9; New, Wayne C. - City
 Council; Gilmore, Stacie M. - City Council; kniechatlarge


Subject: Join Now!
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 6:23:19 AM
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From: Anita Bunting
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 11:41:39 PM


Dear Denver City Council Members,
Please do not allow yourselves to be manipulated by the LGBT community to allow their anti-
Christian bullying negatively impact Chick-Fil-A merely because they are a Christian held company
 and their political beliefs reflect their Christian beliefs.
 
If non-Christians don’t like Chick-Fil-A, then they have the right not to patronize that company. 
 However, it does NOT give them the right to do whatever they can to harm a legal business.
 
Please take this issue off the table and negotiate a lease like you would with any business.
 
Thank you,
 
Anita Bunting
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From: Dr Joey
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Message from the outside world
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:54:26 PM


You're a laughing stock.  Just thought you ought to know.  If you can't guess why
 you're all a laughing stock, ask me (or any of the millions laughing their asses off
 at you) and it will be explained to you in simple language you can almost
 understand.
Joe Guiney
Laughing out here in La Jolla, CA
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From: Pamela Poll
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: religious discrimination
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 6:43:45 PM


Members of Denver City Council:


I just saw a report on Fox that said some of your members are considering denying Chic-Fil-A restaurant a space at
 the airport because of the owners biblical beliefs about marriage as the upon of a man and a woman. This is very
 disturbing and unconstitutional. Do you intend to punish all Christians and Muslim or even atheist business owners
 who don't believe in gay marriage? Do I have to remind you this is America? Tolerance works both ways, or doesn't
 it in Denver?


Pamela Poll
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From: Ken
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A at DIA
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 8:18:02 AM


Dear Denver City Council,


I was deeply disappointed to hear of the opposition from the Business Development Committee to allowing Chick-
fil-A to open a restaurant at DIA.  I would have thought this council with all its talk of openness and inclusion
 would now be changing its tune to exclusion.  This restaurant has never refused its services to anyone and had
 welcomed everyone.  I guess openness only applies as long as it agrees with your way of thinking.  What happened
 to the 1st Amendment protections?  Councilman Paul Lopez called for opposition to the chain because of "moral
 issue on the city"?  This company had not done anything morally wrong.  Seems very closed minded.  There is no
 legal basis for holding this up.  This would help create more jobs and opportunities for employment with a growing
 company.


I urge you to approve this deal and show the world how great and inclusive the City of Denver is.  Say yes to more
 jobs.


Respectfully,


Ken Roberts
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From: Gabriel Duell
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chi FIL a DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 10:05:32 AM


The denver city council has no right to stall the lease of the Chik FIL A restaurant chain with
 DIA. Nothing illegal has taken place. They do not refuse service to anyone and I know of
 several gay people at multiple locations who told me they are not treated differently from the
 other staff. Here is an analogy for all of you: Since you were VOTED into office then maybe
 you should be kicked out of office by the voters who are against gay marriage. This type of
 logic is irrational. Whether you disagree or not disagree with their stance on gay marriage is
 of no consequence, and those are YOUR beliefs. These are beliefs, and the last time I checked
 the constitution grants us the right to our own beliefs and religious freedoms. All of you
 should be ashamed of yourselves for involving yourselves in a non-issue that all of you are
 trying to make into an issue. This is un-professional and un-ethical behavior that is being
 exploited for political gain. Also i would like to add that this chain has the best customer
 service by far TO EVERYONE. It is common place for workers of this corporation to donate,
 feed the homeless, and perform acts of kindness that are absolutely amazing. Thank God for
 Chik FIL A! 


Yours truly,
Freedom Fighter


Sent via the Samsung GALAXY S® 5, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone
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From: Carl Walkmaster
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 8:16:14 PM


You are a disgrace to the United States of America. As a Marine who gave a shoulder for the
 constitution and the rights of all, you should be tried for treason against this country. Chick-fil-A has
 every right to believe what they want and still do business. You are such Hypocrites! That seems to
 be what Dems / Liberals are.
 
DAV
United States Marine Corps Vet
 
BTW… I believe in gay marriage on a secular stance and a Christian.
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From: Al Cheatham
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic Filet
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:59:19 AM


You assholes should be taken out and shot. You have the nerve to allow drug heads to smoke weed in your commie
 city, but won't allow a Christian company to operate there! Fuck all you assholes!


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Deb Corey
To: dencc - City Council
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 5:09:37 PM


To whom it may concern,
 
Reading articles about your council possibly denying Chick-fil-A a permit to open an airport
 operation is fascism in its nature.  You are suppose to be discussing it’s quality and ability to make a
 profit. Instead is about the owners faith and position on Gay marriage.  Wrong!!
This conversation is so wrong and to try to make the owner less credible and it’s quite the opposite.
 This make you look terrible.
I am from Michigan and one of those Christians who believe in the free market, God and the Bible.
Suggesting you really think about your decision and the impact this will have not only in your state
 but the opinion the country will have on who runs your city.  I love your state of Colorado but I will
 not visit again if you make this decision to vote against Chick-fil-A.
 
Sincerely,
 
Deb Corey   
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From: Cynthia Rosinski
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:48:42 PM


Please allow Chick Fil-A to open a restaurant in Denver.  Just because the business is run on
 Christian principles is not a sound reason.  Nobody from here is going to Denver until you get
 smarter about this.  Chicago changed its mind to a great advantage and you can too.  It will be an
 asset to the area regardless of possible initial protests.  After that you may have to prepare for
 traffic jams as the people start coming in droves.  Counting on you to do the right thing.
Cynthia Rosinski
Mendota, IL  (with ties in CO)
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From: John Peter Rooney
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: No Chick-fil-A; NO Denver
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 4:44:23 PM


28 August 2015
biased and bigots.
Vote against Chick-fil-A at your airport,
means I will not be visiting Denver soon.
You are anti-Catholic.


Sincerely,
John Peter Rooney
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From: Orrantia, Jesus - City Council
To: Simonet, Stacy B - City Council Aide
Subject: FW: My Concerns Regarding the Councils Decisions
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 12:48:07 PM


Stacy,
 
I believe that you are keeping copies of all correspondence related to Chic-fil-a. We received the one
 below from a gentleman who would like it to go to all of Council.
 
Thank you,
 
Jesús Orrantia
Council Aide
Office of Councilman Paul D. López, District 3
(720) 337-3333
 
Note: As of July 14th our office will be moving to the City and County Building at 1437 Bannock Street.
 
 
This email is considered an "open record" under the Colorado Open Records Act and must be made available to any person requesting it


 unless it clearly requests confidentiality.  Please indicate whether or not you want your communication to be confidential. 
 


From: Christopher Wynn [mailto:ciwissac@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 29, 2015 12:23 PM
To: Orrantia, Jesus - City Council
Subject: FW: My Concerns Regarding the Councils Decisions
 
Hello Mr. Orrantia,
 
I seem to be unable to get in contact with Mr. Lopez, so can you please relay this email to him and
 the Denver Council in whatever form is most appropriate.
 
Thank you,
 
Christopher Wynn
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 
 


From: Christopher Wynn
Sent: Saturday, August 29, 2015 12:12 PM
To: paul.lopez@denvergov.org
Subject: My Concerns Regarding the Councils Decisions
 
 
Hello Mr. Lopez,
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As background, my name is Christopher Wynn, I am 23 years old, and I have lived in Colorado for
 over 20 years primarily in the Aurora area. I currently live outside of the Districts of the Denver
 Council, however, in light of these recent events I feel the need to express my opinions.
 
I am writing you in order to express my concerns over the direction of the Denver Council. My email
 is provoked by the recent delay of the Councils decision regarding the opening of a Chick-Fil-A in
 Denver International Airport; yet, although I am disappointed with the decision, the focus of my
 email is not in direct opposition to that choice in as much as it is concern over the mindset that
 potentially lead to that choice. As such, this email is intended to ultimately address the whole of the
 Denver Council, and I hope you may pass on my concerns.
 
I understand that the choice to delay the Councils decision on allowing a Chick-Fil-A to open in
 Denver International Airport was made with the intention of taking a pause to ensure adequate
 policies are in place to ensure that discrimination will not take place. I do not think this is an
 unreasonable precaution to take. However, I question the motive for the decision. A police officer,
 before searching a premises, must obtain a warrant based on the existence of probable cause for
 the search in question from a neutral and detached magistrate. Using that metaphor I consider the
 “probable cause” of this “investigation” to be expressed in the statement that Chick Fil A “had a
 history of funding opposition” to the full recognition of gay and lesbian couples.
 
My problem lies in that I have only found evidence of Chick-Fil-A engaging in funding and supporting
 activities targeted at promoting the values of which it is closely associated. While these values do
 not provide grounds for discrimination, by their nature, they do stand in contrast to the “full
 recognition” of the homosexual lifestyle so long as “full recognition” expects a declaration of biblical
 morality and a commitment to silence regarding any biblical opposition to the choice. Yet, contrary
 values and opinions are the nature of the American lifestyle and it is only in certain actions that they
 become considered discrimination.
 
I have not found any instance to where Chick-Fil-A has been found or effectively accused of engaging
 in the action of discrimination. Rather, it seems that you have directly associated the values which
 Chick-Fil-A promotes with discrimination, though the action of discrimination has not taken place
 nor been attempted. This is a dangerous way to govern. It results in the punishment of individuals
 and companies that hold particular values rather than the punishment of individuals and companies
 that commit wrong actions. To return to my metaphor, I feel that the Council lacks the “probable
 cause” to have taken this action. Furthermore, I question whether the Council is fit to act as
 “neutral and detached” if it has indeed adopted such an interpretation of Chick-Fil-A’s values over a
 focus on Chick-Fil-A’s actions.
 
This is a matter of discrimination; not a matter of values. I feel that it is important, in the role of
 government in which you and the Council stand, to ensure that those lines do not become blurred.
 Yet I thank you for your service and can imagine the stress and responsibility of the position in
 which you hold. Please carefully consider the merits of my concerns as you continue forward in
 governing our great state.
 
If possible I would like to hear your and the Council’s thoughts regarding my concerns.







 
Regards,
 
Christopher Wynn
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Sandy Nadeau
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A deal
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 10:15:05 PM


I'm quite frankly appalled that you can stand there on the news and say you
 don't want Chick-fil-A at the airport because you feel they discriminate. Yet, it
 is okay in your mind to discriminate against Chick-fil-A. You are blatantly
 discriminating against them because you don't agree with them. Double standard
 much? 


 
   
Sandy Nadeau
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From: Jane Walling
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic Filet
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:44:33 PM


I am very concerned that you would waste your
 time on whether or not Chic Filet should come to
DIA.  Of course, they should.  You are just making
 assumptions about them and you know what
 assuming does.
There is no reason why they should not come to the
 airport.  It will bring jobs and an excellent
 company. The embarrassing part
of all this is that the national press you are getting is
 horrific.  My council representative in the 5th


 district does not appear to be
someone who would even entertain such a
 discriminating act.  
Do you not represent the First Amendment?  Please
 take a good look at your intentions regarding this
 issue.  I know I will watch
it carefully to see what you do which will determine
 my vote next time.  I do hope that you will resolve
 this in a very timely and
mature manner. I trust you will. Sincerely,  Jane
 Walling 
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From: Nathan Schoepf
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic filet
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 11:39:53 AM


I will not spend a dime in your city unless you allow CF to do business in your city. You are
 being discriminatory towards political views and religious views.
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From: L Frank
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Espinoza, Rafael G. - City Council; Flynn, Kevin J. - City Council; Lopez, Paul D. - City Council Dist #3; Black,


 Kendra A. - City Council; Kashmann, Paul J. - City Council; Clark, Jolon M. - City Council; Herndon, Christopher J.
 - City Council District 8; Brooks, Albus - City Council District 9; New, Wayne C. - City Council; Gilmore, Stacie M.
 - City Council; kniechatlarge


Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:54:49 AM


https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2015/08/21/no-airport-
concessions-for-opponents-of-same-sex-marriage/


Denver City Council,


Although I'm not a citizen of the city, people know me as a person who moved to Denver. 
 Why are you discriminating against a business based on imaginary bigotry when it has been
 proven that they never have treated any patron differently, no matter what lifestyle their
 customer might enjoy.


I'd like to know if you agree with everything that the Taco Bell CEO believes?  How about
 Starbucks (well, that might be closer to the council's politics).  I'll bet you don't even know
 the religious or moral beliefs of the executive committee of Caribou Coffee or TCBY.


I'm truly sorry that Denver has chosen to cherry pick a foe to make some sort of a statement. 
 Your message to the world is simply "We don't permit free speech in Denver", and "Denver
 doesn't believe you have a right to religious freedom and personal opinions".
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From: Stephanie Jones
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:58:25 PM


It is beyond belief that our political correctness has soared to the heights of your counsel.I just saw the Chick-fil-a
 story on the national news. Just because a business man who owns and operates an honest business said that he
 believes in the biblical stance on marriage (not that he said he was AGAINST same sex) but that he was FOR the
 traditional marriage, he is being  denied the chance to take part in the market. personally I think it is the sign of the
 times. This reminds me of Germany in the 1930's. God help us!! Why not let the market decide not some narrow
 minded liberal gush!!


Sent from my iPad
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From: Laurie Yaracz
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 7:30:39 AM


I was shocked to read that not one councilperson supported a Chick-Fil-A
restaurant in the Denver Airport.  You accuse the organization of
discrimination - then discriminate yourselves.  It makes me glad I don't
live in Denver, but I fear your disease is spreading to the rest of our
world.


May God have mercy on us....


Laura Yaracz
Dubois, Wyoming
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From: Cathy Swartwood
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A"s right to have a lease at DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 9:22:45 AM


OK…..cut the CRAP. What has happened to freedom in this country? Because someone states their personal
 feelings on a subject (in this case, traditional marriage) they lose the FREEDOM to conduct business? What in the
 hell is going on here? Because someone does not have the same opinion on something as YOU, you stop them from
 doing business? This PC CRAP has gone too far. In this city, if you are not a diehard liberal, YOU LOSE
 BUSINESS? YES, I AM ANGRY. THIS CANNOT CONTINUE. WHO IN THE HELL DO YOU THINK YOU
 ARE? THINK AGAIN, BECAUSE WE WILL MAKE SURE THIS IS NOT OVER. REMEMBER THE
 SUPPORT CHICK-FIL-A GOT WHEN LIBERALS HAD A FIT BECAUSE CHICK-FIL-A MADE THEIR
 STANCE ON TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE KNOWN? EXPECT THAT AGAIN.


Cathy Swartwood
Morrison, CO
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From: danno63230@gmail.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: No More Trips to Spend Money in Denver!
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 9:35:36 AM


I was very concerned to read the city council is considering denying a lease in the airport to a
 fast food chain because of the founders personal religious beliefs. This is unconstitutional
 fascism. Those who have suffered prejudice should be especially aware of prejudicial
 behavior. The chain’s operations should be the councils concern. The founder’s personal
 beliefs should not be any concern to any government entity. The market can punish or reward
 the founder for whatever he says. That is the way it is supposed to work according to law. In
 keeping with this, I will not be spending any money in the city of Denver in the future. I will
 stay, eat, and shop outside the city limits. I am sure there are many people who feel the same
 way I do. I urge you reconsider using the power we have entrusted in you in an illegally
 prejudicial way!


Thank You
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From: Paul Hardy
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic-fil-A at the Airport
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:48:14 AM


Sir/Ma'am,


I'm sure you have many emails on this topic, so I will keep
 mine short.


Chic-fil-A should NOT be denied access to the airport because
 of their beliefs. The First Amendment is clear that government
 shall not restrict speech or religion, and the government of
 Denver is doing just that. Further, Chic-fil-A happily serves
 people of all faiths and beliefs, while providing quality food
 and a family-friendly environment. I do not live in Denver,
 but I do fly in to see family. If this attack on the
 Constitution continues, I will most certainly do everything in
 my power to avoid spending any time or money in your city, and
 that saddens me. Denver is a beautiful city which has always
 been open to people of all faiths.


Respectfully,
Paul Hardy
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From: Jared Phillips
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: info@denverchamber.org
Subject: Chick-fil-a
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 1:54:03 PM


To whom it may concern,


Do to the recent decision by Denver's elected officials I am writing to inform them that
 I will never spend another dime in that city again as long as I live.  Unless the city
 council publicly apologizes to Chick-fil-a and anyone else they have offended
 by trying to block them from doing business in that city.  I will also inform everyone I
 know as to why they should not visit or conduct any future business transactions
 in the Denver area. 


God Bless,


Jared
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From: Bryan Shrader
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: My vacations in Colorado
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 7:16:00 PM


Hello, my name is bryan shrader. I live in flowood ms. I love visiting Colorado s beautiful ski
 resorts. We try to vacation there as often as we can. We usually travel in groups of 10 or more
 to keep costs down. I am shaking my head in disbelief because of the councils recent denial of
 application for chickfilet to operate in the Denver International airport. From what I can
 gather it was because of their Christian beliefs?? Citing their discriminatory practices?? Say it
 ain't so.. This personal attack on individual liberties is in direct violation of the freedoms
 granted to us in the US constitution. We are a constitutional republic.. if chicken filet truly
 offends someone's sensibilities the can exercise their constitutional rights to eat somewhere
 else perhaps?? I feel insulted, belittled  by these attacks on their Christianity. .  My
 Christianity!  The consensus is the same for everyone we travel with. I hate to think of not
 skiing Colorado but the though of my family friends and I being discriminated against leaves
 Me with a feeling of a hurt in my heart and a sour taste in my mouth for the leadership of
 Colorado. . Should these rulings stand I believe we will be planning our ski trip to another,
 more inclusive destination..
Sincerely, Bryan Shrader
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From: James Green
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Green, Renee
Subject: Chic-Fil-A Franchise at DIA
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 5:46:04 PM


If it is true you are considering denying the restaurant chain Chic-Fil-A the right to open a
 franchise in the Denver Airport because someone is offended by their CEO's support of
 traditional marriage...


Then you can count me out to ever route my flights through your city or hold any conferences
 in the area... ever again


I find it despicable that you would even entertain that discriminatory practice.


Respectfully,
Captain James Green
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From: jlberg7777@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A - Say YES!!!!!
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 5:57:10 PM


Hello,
I believe it is unconstitutional and WRONG for you
dictate that Chick Fil A not be able to operate a location
 out of  DIA.
Unacceptable, overreach of government and your
position.
I am a native born from Denver and am embarrassed
by the Denver City Council actions.
Jane Berg
6776 East Panorama Lane
Denver, Colorado
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From: jim futral
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 1:18:51 PM


Why would Denver City Council consider denying Chick-fil-A (a company which does not
 discriminate against its employees or customers in anyway ) access to the Denver
 International Airport because somone in the organization expressed his freedom of speech
 rights?  Have American citizens lost the right to freedom of speech?  If Chick-fil-A is so
 offensive to those who use the Airport, then the franchise will not succeed; if not, then it will
 be an asset to those who utilize the Airport.


Sincerely,
Jim Futral 
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From: Kathy Schwery
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 4:15:30 PM


I just heard the news report about the Denver City Council possibly denying Chick-Fil-A’s request,
 because of the owners Christian beliefs.  This is outrageous and probably illegal as well.  I would ask
 that you please reconsider.   I have yet to stop at a McDonalds, Starbucks, Burger King, or any other
 vendor where we eat, to ask for information on what religion the owner or owners may practice. 
 I’m certain that you’ll find owners of all walks of life, in these chains.  If I should choose to boycott a
 business, because of their beliefs, messaging, etc., that is my choice … not the governments … and
 not the Denver City Council’s. 
 
Your stand is the most arrogant, ludicrous and subjective litmus test that I’ve ever heard of, and it
 makes me ashamed to be a part of this state.  
 
Denver persecutes a bakery for not serving gays, and then persecutes a restaurant who has never
 refused to serve any race or nationality, merely because the owner is a Christian.  You should all be
 ashamed of yourselves, whether Christian, Atheist, or something in between.  
 
When I need the City of Denver to ‘protect me’ from businesses that may have beliefs other than my
 own, we will have reached a grievous milestone of government overreach.   It is no wonder that so
 many people are fleeing this state for states where government is still at the direction of the people.
 
Please reconsider your view on this request … for both lovers of Chick-Fil-A and lovers of the
 freedoms that these great United States promise to provide us.   
 
Respectfully,
 


   Kathy Schwery
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From: Bob Kleeschulte
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: No longer coming to Denver
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 6:40:25 AM


Family usually spends time in Colorado for weeks at a time and usual stops are Pagosa
 Springs and Denver. The Denver CC has shown now how it feels about anyone it doesn't
 agree with. Is the Jews or Muslims next?  I  have changed our plans for 2016 to go to New
 Mexico instead since I would rather spend my time and money where it is appreciated.


We will no longer be coming to Denver or Colorado and I am also sending a copy of this
 letter to Gov Hickenlooper.


Robert Kleeschulte
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From: fastestramair
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chicken
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 11:52:37 AM


I live in los angeles ca. and could care less about what goes on in your over rated, snobby,
 dope smoking state. Denver has issues just like every where else. I also don't much give a
 crap who likes chicken sandwiches nor do I care who makes and sells them. You blocking a
 business from providing a service, which in fact is a consumer favorite for a bunch of reasons,
 makes your city council bigot headquarters. I've been to Denver, ad it ain't no better than any
 other big city in respect to problems. Try dealing with real issues and get your politically
 correct swollen heads out of your butts and do your job. I hope they open Chik-fil-a stores on
 every block. I also bet most of your overpaid misguided government employees will eat there.
 Watch out for that karma chicken bone. 


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
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From: Carol Novak
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Potential Chick-fil-A location at DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 10:23:09 AM


I think it would benefit all concerned to read the following article on Chick-fil-A .  Never hurts
 to have all the facts
 
Title of Article -


Chick-fil-A CEO and Gay Activist Are Now Friends


article - http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2013/01/chick-fil-a-ceo-and-gay-activist-are-
now-friends/
 
Thank you,
 
Carol Novak
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From: Stewart
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Pls forward to appropriate city council dept
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:02:58 PM


To the city councilman
It is reported you are considering suspending chik fil a because they believe homosexuality is wrong as it says in the
 bible. How dare you. Since when in America are we punished for our beliefs? Btw. The bible also says in the last
 days the Christians will be persecuted for their faith. So we see it's not only Isis but people like you. Maybe go read
 about your fate as you fall into the hands of an angry God! How dare you do this to good people
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From: Allen Pack
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A at DIA
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 10:06:25 AM


Please forward this to the City Council members who are opposed to having Chick Fil A at the
 Denver Airport:


Denver City Council Members: 


Yesterday I heard on the radio that members of the Denver City Council are refusing to allow
 Chick-Fil-A to open a restaurant at DIA because of the political views of its CEO on gay
 marriage. 


You are BIGOTS!  Your behavior is embarrassing. 


If we follow your logic, we should probably also refuse to allow the 4 Supreme Court Justices
 who voted against gay marriage to use the airport. 


Both sides of this argument have valid positions. Only a bigot can't see that.  Only a bigot
 would choose to penalize people who don't share their moral viewpoint.  


Thanks,


Allen Pack
Centennial CO
303-345-3446
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From: Randy Houk
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:44:06 AM


To whom it may concern,


Chick-fil-A should be granted a lease at the airport.  Your holding back of approval based on the moral values of
 the chain or owner is morally wrong and discriminatory.  And remember homosexuality is a sin!  When you call
 what is wrong (homosexuality) something good, you also commit a sin.


Sincerely,
Randall C. Houk
Pittsburgh, PA
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From: Greg Lauer
To: kniechatlarge; dencc - City Council; Espinoza, Rafael G. - City Council; Flynn, Kevin J. - City Council; Lopez, Paul


 D. - City Council Dist #3; Black, Kendra A. - City Council; Kashmann, Paul J. - City Council; Clark, Jolon M. - City
 Council; Herndon, Christopher J. - City Council District 8; Brooks, Albus - City Council District 9; New, Wayne C. -
 City Council; Gilmore, Stacie M. - City Council


Subject: Chic-Fil-A at DIA
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 1:43:05 PM


Hello,
I’m willing to bet you don’t know me, but as a fellow elected official in the great state of Colorado, I feel it is
 absolutely essential that I contact you about this.


Recently, I’ve been reading more and more that you’re considering not renewing the business license for Chic-Fil-A
 to do business at DIA, based on their active opposition to same-sex marriage.


I can only assume the oath of office you take is similar to mine, in which I took an oath to support and defend the
 United States Constitution as well as state law and municipal codes. And it is precisely because of that oath that I
 am writing to you today.


The first of the original 10 amendments to the Constitution guaranteed the freedom of speech from government
 intrusion. Sure, over the years, numerous Supreme Court rulings have set reasonable limits to the freedom to
 prevent mass hysteria situations. But, the Court has almost always upheld our rights, as citizens (and this includes
 owners of privately held businesses), to express our opinions.


Most importantly, this First Amendment freedom protects our right to hold and express an opinion that is unpopular
 or might make people angry or even – God forbid – hurt their feelings.


In the past, elected officials were courageous enough to allow people and businesses to hold unpopular opinions and
 let the marketplace decide whether or not to “punish” those opinions. Now, however, it seems as if you are
 considering using the full force of your governmental authority to punish Chic-Fil-A for the company ownership’s
 adherence to their Christian principles.


So, either you are considering denying the license because you are too biased to allow for, and even support,
 unpopular opinions. Even though the very founding of this nation and state were based on allowing unpopular ideas
 to see the light of day. Or, you are too cowardly to take the stand that even unpopular ideas have a place in a free
 nation and free state. Has the Denver City Council decided to fully support the idea AND implementation of
 Thought Police? After that, the question would remain: Who else would you punish for not thinking like you do?


I ask you, as one elected official to another, to reconsider such a hazardous course of action as denying the Chic-Fil-
A license. In the name of freedom, and justice, I ask you to allow Chic-Fil-A to continue doing business at DIA and
 let the marketplace decide the issue once and for all. (Or…are you afraid the marketplace will support the
 business?)


On the other hand, assuming you also took an oath to support and defend the US Constitution, if you choose to deny
 the Chic-Fil-A business license, I believe you should resign your office immediately because you will have violated
 your oath and nullified your own authority.


Thank you for your time and attention, which I know are valuable.


Gregory Lauer
City of Fountain, Colorado
Council Member at Large
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Greg Lauer
City Council Member At Large
Fountain, CO
glauer@fountaincolorado.org
(719) 209-4327


CCENT, CompTIA Security+ CE, Mobility+ CE, A+ CE
IEEE Member #92736122
(Computer Society, Cybersecurity Community)








From: Dean Longanecker
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chik fil A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 4:46:27 PM


If you boycott them I'll boycott Denver airport.  No more stopovers at Denver.  No more visits
 to Denver of any kind.  You fools.


Dean Longanecker 
Waterville, WA
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From: LINDA GARMAN
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 3:48:48 PM


Are you kidding me!!??  To deny Chick-Fil-A the opportunity to operate at the Denver Airport is absolutely
 ridiculous.  Because the owners of the company do not agree with your values, which seem to be very narrow
 minded.  Why is not ok for someone to have an opposing view as you.  I have always tried to teach my children to
 be accepting of others values, morals and views on life and it's ironic that the 'tolerant left' is trying to stifle freedom
 of religion and views.  You are also denying employment to your citizens because of your narrow minded views.  If
 we don't agree with you then we are wrong.  Unbelievable.  I don't live in Denver and now I'm pretty sure I won't be
 visiting. 


Fed Up!!!


Sent from my iPad
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From: Allison Ruberg
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Broadwell, David W. - Department of Law
Subject: RE: Unconstitutional discrimination against religious viewpoint
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:10:23 AM
Attachments: Ltr- to Denver City Council 08252015.pdf


Dear President Herndon,


Please see that attached correspondence from attorney Richard L. Mast, Jr.


Allison J. Ruberg
Administrative Assistant
Liberty Counsel
800-671-1776 phone
434-592-7700 fax
Offices in DC, FL, and VA
www.LC.org ▪ Allison@LC.org
Subscribe to our informative Liberty Alert email update: http://www.lc.org/index.cfm?PID=14103
Support the ministry of Liberty Counsel: http://www.lc.org/index.cfm?PID=23329


This message (and any attached files) is intended for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential information. If you
 are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from your computer, because any
 distribution of this message by you is strictly prohibited. Email cannot be guaranteed secure or error-free. We do not accept
 responsibility for errors or omissions  herein that result from email transmission. Any views or opinions expressed in this email are
 solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Liberty Counsel.
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  Reply to: Virginia 
 



  August 25, 2015 
 



Via Email Only 



Chris Herndon, President 
Denver City Council 
1437 Bannock St., Rm. 451 
Denver, CO 80202 
Fax: 720-865-9482 
Email: dencc@denvergov.org 
 



 RE: Unconstitutional discrimination against religious viewpoint 
 
Dear President Herndon, 
 
 Liberty Counsel is an international non-profit litigation, education and policy 
organization with offices in Florida, Virginia, Washington, DC, and Israel, with hundreds 
of affiliate attorneys throughout the United States. Liberty Counsel specializes in 
constitutional litigation, including First Amendment rights.  
 
 Liberty Counsel is aware that a committee of the Denver City Council is 
considering the rejection of a routine Denver International Airport concession application 
on grounds that the franchise seeking the conession operates on the basis of religious 
beliefs, including closing on Sundays, and has traditionally supported marriage between 
one man and one woman.  
 
 The Denver Post reports that “Robin Kniech, the council’s first openly gay member, 
said she was most worried about a local franchise generating ‘corporate profits used to 
fund and fuel discrimination’” and that she “was first to raise Chick-fil-A leaders’ politics 
during a Tuesday committee hearing.” Following Ms. Kniech, the Post reports, “Several 
council members — including four on the six-member committee — raised questions 
related to Chick-fil-A’s religion-influenced operation, which includes keeping all 
franchises closed on Sundays.” (Emphasis added). These and other statements opposing 
Chik-fil-A are beyond the constitutional pale, and if the concession application is rejected, 
would be credible evidence that the Council has acted purely out of discrimination based 
on viewpoint, and not for any legitimate purpose. 
 



 





http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_28668633/denver-council-hits-pause-chick-fil-at-dia
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 There is no economic rationale sufficient to cover up a rejection of the application, 
now that the members’ discriminatory animus has been revealed. DIA Senior Vice 
President of Concessions has noted that a 2013 survey of airport users “identified Chick-
fil-A as being the second-most sought-after quick service brand at the airport, second to 
Chipotle,” which didn’t apply for the space. Logically and economically, the application is 
a shoe-in for approval. 
 
 Thus, councilmembers’ hostility and bias in what should have been a routine 
approval was a surprise even to a veteran Denver city attorney: “This discussion — the 
way it’s unfolding here — hasn’t quite happened before in terms of a contract decision 
that you all have been asked to make, in all my years here,” assistant city attorney David 
Broadwell told the Council committee. 
 
 It is abundantly clear that certain members of the Denver City Council are 
expressing a discriminatory objection against Chik-fil-A’s application, and are 
contemplating an improper denial. However, government officials cannot exact as a price 
of doing business the renunciation of a business owner’s religious, moral or political 
beliefs, and the surrender of the right to voice them. Where a concession application is 
made available to all, the City may not punish speech and convictions protected by the 
First Amendment, but must evaluate the application in a non-discriminatory manner. “If 
there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, 
can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of 
opinion or force citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein.” West Virginia State 
Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642 (1943).  
 
 If the Council proceeds with discriminatory treatment of Chik-fil-A, in this instance, 
or in other instances against businesses because of the religious beliefs of their owners, 
Liberty Counsel is prepared to assist and vigorously advocate on their behalf.  
 
 I urge the City Council to refrain from a discriminatory rejection of the application 
in question. 
 



Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
 
      Richard L. Mast, Jr.†1   
RLM/ajr 



CC:  



David Broadwell      david.broadwell@denvergov.org 



                                                 
† Licensed in Virginia 













From: jim conley
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic-Fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 1:29:54 PM


The news regarding the BDC license delay for a possible Chic-Fil-A location at the airport is
 disgraceful.  So a company CEO doesn't hold the same view as some members of the BDC,
 and that warrants the delay, or refusal, of a business lease?  Chic-Fil-A doesn't discriminate in
 serving or hiring. They refuse service to no one.  They do not promote their view.  


Yet, the Nazis on the BDC want to punish the company for personal religious views expressed
 by their CEO?  Do business owners have to share your views, or pass a litmus test, in order to
 get a business license?  


Disgusting!  


Jim Conley
Denver, CO
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From: Hal Holmberg
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 4:03:19 PM


It is terrible that you have such prejudice against Chick-fil-A. Do you
 know that 100s of communities in the U.S. want them, they can't build
 fast enough. 
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From: Donna Snyder
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A concession
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 8:45:45 AM


I was asked by a citizen's group who somehow obtained my email, to read about the recent
 discussion of a Chick-Fil-A franchise opening at Denver International Airport and to sign a
 petition regarding its denial to open a concession based on alleged discriminatory practices. 
 Rather than sign that petition, I felt compelled to write and relate our family's experience.


I have a college age daughter who was employed at a Chick Fil a franchise in our hometown
 of Laurel, Maryland.  She worked there for almost two years until recently moving away to
 her school.  She encountered people from many different cultures, religions and lifestyle
 choices.  What she did not encounter, even once, was discrimination of any kind.  Certainly
 there are people who behave better in the workplace and people who behave worse - but she
 saw nothing in the treatment of the company and the management that was in any way
 discriminatory or tolerant of any employee acting in a discriminatory way.  


Please do not fall into the trap of the current popular opinion that "one is free to voice one's
 opinion as long as it agrees with mine."  If one wishes for a free speech culture, one must let
 all opinions be heard.  Do not think that everyone is unable to separate their personal opinion
 from their professional behavior - it has certainly not been our experience at Chick-Fil-A.


Thank you for your attention.


Donna W. Snyder
Laurel, Maryland
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From: Greg Lauer
To: kniechatlarge; dencc - City Council; Espinoza, Rafael G. - City Council; Flynn, Kevin J. - City Council; Lopez, Paul


 D. - City Council Dist #3; Black, Kendra A. - City Council; Kashmann, Paul J. - City Council; Clark, Jolon M. - City
 Council; Herndon, Christopher J. - City Council District 8; Brooks, Albus - City Council District 9; New, Wayne C. -
 City Council; Gilmore, Stacie M. - City Council


Subject: RE: Chic-Fil-A at DIA
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 2:05:12 PM


And I hope you'll please excuse a second message from me to you all.


I neglected to include that my original message reflects ONLY MY opinion.  I am not speaking on behalf of my
 council or the city or citizens, but simply on  MY OWN behalf.


Again, I thank you for your time, which I know is your most valuable asset.


Sincerely,


Greg Lauer


Greg Lauer
City Council Member At Large
Fountain, CO
glauer@fountaincolorado.org
(719) 209-4327


CCENT, CompTIA Security+ CE, Mobility+ CE, A+ CE
IEEE Member #92736122
(Computer Society, Cybersecurity Community)


________________________________________
From: Greg Lauer
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2015 1:42 PM
To: kniechatlarge@denvergov.org; dencc@denvergov.org; rafael.espinoza@denvergov.org;
 kevin.flynn@denvergov.org; paul.lopez@denvergov.org; kendra.black@denvergov.org;
 paul.kashmann@denvergov.org; jolon.clark@denvergov.org; Christopher.Herndon@denvergov.org;
 albus.brooks@denvergov.org; wayne.new@denvergov.org; stacie.gilmore@denvergov.org
Subject: Chic-Fil-A at DIA


Hello,
I’m willing to bet you don’t know me, but as a fellow elected official in the great state of Colorado, I feel it is
 absolutely essential that I contact you about this.


Recently, I’ve been reading more and more that you’re considering not renewing the business license for Chic-Fil-A
 to do business at DIA, based on their active opposition to same-sex marriage.


I can only assume the oath of office you take is similar to mine, in which I took an oath to support and defend the
 United States Constitution as well as state law and municipal codes. And it is precisely because of that oath that I
 am writing to you today.


The first of the original 10 amendments to the Constitution guaranteed the freedom of speech from government
 intrusion. Sure, over the years, numerous Supreme Court rulings have set reasonable limits to the freedom to
 prevent mass hysteria situations. But, the Court has almost always upheld our rights, as citizens (and this includes
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 owners of privately held businesses), to express our opinions.


Most importantly, this First Amendment freedom protects our right to hold and express an opinion that is unpopular
 or might make people angry or even – God forbid – hurt their feelings.


In the past, elected officials were courageous enough to allow people and businesses to hold unpopular opinions and
 let the marketplace decide whether or not to “punish” those opinions. Now, however, it seems as if you are
 considering using the full force of your governmental authority to punish Chic-Fil-A for the company ownership’s
 adherence to their Christian principles.


So, either you are considering denying the license because you are too biased to allow for, and even support,
 unpopular opinions. Even though the very founding of this nation and state were based on allowing unpopular ideas
 to see the light of day. Or, you are too cowardly to take the stand that even unpopular ideas have a place in a free
 nation and free state. Has the Denver City Council decided to fully support the idea AND implementation of
 Thought Police? After that, the question would remain: Who else would you punish for not thinking like you do?


I ask you, as one elected official to another, to reconsider such a hazardous course of action as denying the Chic-Fil-
A license. In the name of freedom, and justice, I ask you to allow Chic-Fil-A to continue doing business at DIA and
 let the marketplace decide the issue once and for all. (Or…are you afraid the marketplace will support the
 business?)


On the other hand, assuming you also took an oath to support and defend the US Constitution, if you choose to deny
 the Chic-Fil-A business license, I believe you should resign your office immediately because you will have violated
 your oath and nullified your own authority.


Thank you for your time and attention, which I know are valuable.


Gregory Lauer
City of Fountain, Colorado
Council Member at Large


Greg Lauer
City Council Member At Large
Fountain, CO
glauer@fountaincolorado.org
(719) 209-4327


CCENT, CompTIA Security+ CE, Mobility+ CE, A+ CE
IEEE Member #92736122
(Computer Society, Cybersecurity Community)








From: Gina Ventola
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: Samuel Ventola
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:18:52 PM


I strongly urge you to reconsider your position on the Chick-Fil-A lease at DIA.  This is an attempt by the
 government to suppress speech.  Free speech is for all Americans, including corporations,  not just popular speech. 


Gina Ventola
Practice Manager
Law Office of Samuel Ventola
1775 Sherman Street
Suite 1650
Denver, Colorado. 80203
t (303) 864-9797
f (303) 496-6161
www.samventola.com
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From: kmvkz1000@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chik fil a
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 3:10:21 PM


To the Denver City Council,


Please do not get hung up in all the hype about a companies beliefs or stance or whatever. We are
 talking about a chicken place, they sell chicken and people eat it. If someone does not like their stance
 on something, they won't eat there. Don't do this to look good in some peoples eyes, there are just as
 many, if not more, that will think it is a horrible decision. 
Ken Vaughan
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From: Solergy
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Re: Denver airport
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:28:31 AM


Notice is hearby given that we only eat at Chik-fil-a or Muslim restaurants at the Denver Airport. We will
 not support giving any food or drink taxes to Denver since Denver is discrimating  towards people who
 would have family values that have been around 1000s of years You ought to be ashame of yourselves
 for forcing your beliefs on others


Dewaine Nelson 
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From: W Harris
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic-fil-A at airport
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 2:18:40 PM


I see where the city council may deny the Chic-fil-A restaurant chain a permit to open a
 business at the DIA because of the CEO's stance on gay marriage. Would you deny any
 Muslim entity a permit to open a business there?, they throw gays off of buildings and chop
 their heads off you know. I would wager you would be afraid of the backlash if you attempted
 to deny any Muslim a permit to establish a business at DIA or anywhere else.  Political
 Correctness has become absolutely out of hand in this country. 


William Harris
Colorado Springs, CO
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From: John Mercer
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 4:38:34 PM


Dear Councilmembers,
 
          The position you are taking relative to this company doing business in your City is astounding. 
 You all give new meaning to the words vacuous and inane.
 
J.D.M.
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From: Debbie Meiners
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 8:51:53 AM


Dear Council Members,


I am writing concerning your consideration to deny Chick-fil-A a restaurant in the Denver International Airport
 because of their stand for natural marriage. We will never all agree on the controversial social issues in the present
 culture war that engulfs us. But, as civil and tolerant human beings, we must agree to disagree. We must honor our
 great nation's Bill of Rights which grants each citizen "Freedom of Religion" and "Freedom of Speech." That is
 what makes our nation and we, as a people, great. Surely, you, as the governing council of the great city of Denver,
 would not punish or exclude businesses or persons who do not agree with your personal opinions. I believe that
 would be considered intolerant and punitive. You are bigger and better than that! Let us agree to disagree. I am
 hoping you will reconsider this matter. Thank you.


Sincerely,
Fred and Debbie Meiners


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Media - DIA
To: "Eric & April Thomas"; Media - DIA; dencc - City Council
Subject: RE: City council"s stance regarding Chick-fil-a
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:02:02 PM


Hi Eric and April,
A decision hasn’t been made yet by City Council. Thank you for your feedback, and we will make sure
 it gets to the correct people.
 
Thank you
 
 
From: Eric & April Thomas [mailto:eric.april.thomas@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:57 AM
To: Media - DIA <media@flydenver.com>; dencc - City Council <dencc@denvergov.org>
Subject: City council's stance regarding Chick-fil-a
 


City council blocks Chick-fil-A in Denver
 airport
Your decision to not allow Chick-fil-a to operate in the airport will cost you considerable
 amount of business and travelers. I intend to spread the word to all of my domestic and
 international business partners to cease from doing business in your city. 


--
Eric & April Thomas
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From: Brenda Haenel
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 3:10:35 PM


Dear Members,
This not a
Communist, socialist or a dictatorship country. You have NO right to tell this restaurant they can not operate at DIA.
 I don't like restrauants  that have far left agendas but I wouldn't want them to be prevented from operating at DIA.
 This is America. I realize that Democrats think they have a right to tell Americans what they think is proper and
 politically correct behavior. My thought is, read the Constitution and keep your liberal beliefs out of it. I am so sick
 and tired of the elected officials in Denver and Colorado telling me what I believe and how I should act. Last I
 heard this is a FREE country even for conservatives, companies and Christians.
Brenda Haenel


Sent from my iPhone
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From: David Holland
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Regrets
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 7:53:36 PM


Based on your treatment of small businesses in general and the Chic-Fil-A franchise
 in particular, we have decided to take the city of Denver off of the table for
 consideration of hosting a significant Navy reunion in that city.


Decisions you make bear consequences.


D. Holland
David Holland TV and Enterprises International
714-388-7774/www.dhtvei.com
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From: MsLiz708@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 4:35:19 PM


Talk about bigots...apparently your city council cannot accept that anyone differs with your opinions.
 
Shame on you all!
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From: Mac McDowell
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic-fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 9:27:53 AM


You have go to be kidding.  Considering not to allow Chic-fil-A a spot at DIA is the most
 bias, unfair thing I have ever heard of.  The council and committee should be ashamed.  Look
 deeper into your bias.


RECONSIDER NOW!
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From: Mike Funderburk
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 7:28:18 AM


Really?
Banishment of Chick Fil A at the airport because of the Owner's personal beliefs?
Chick Fil A does NOT have a corporate policy.


Your loss- Chick Fil A is by far the best fast food out there.


This decision puts a bad name on Denver.- this PC thinks has gone to the level of fascism!


Mike Funderburk
Director of Design and Sales
Charlotte Design Build, Inc.
Sent from my iPhone
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From: ann wooldridge
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chik fila
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 9:19:44 AM


I do not ever want to come to your city because of your stand against CHIK FIL A. YOU say you have a problem
 with their morals?  Excuse me what is wrong with you. You will be judged on...  It says judgement day like all of us
 for not standing up for the teachings of GOD. MORALS my foot. It is your morals that are in question.  Read your
 BIBLE people.  It says the same for murder, adultery. robbery as well as homosexuality.  Unless you accept JESUS
 CHRIST as your SAVIOR  and change your sinful ways you will not enter the KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.  I don't
 want to ever come to your city
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From: Mark Christopher
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: "Mark Christopher"
Subject: RE:ATTEMPT TO STOP CHICK FIL A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:40:25 AM


Dear Sir(s);
 
I am not sure why it is that certain members of your city council think they are above the US


 Constitution and the 1st Amendment? But the attempt to stop Chick-Fil-A from opening a store near
 your airport says far more about those who oppose this venture, and about the city of Denver, than
 it does about Dan Cathy and Chick-Fil-A. As born-again, Bible-believing Christian you have just
 signaled to me, and all like me, that Denver discriminates against Christians and is hostile to our
 beliefs and values. We are taking note of how you respond to this issue. It certainly signals that
 Denver is not the place Christians want to go to visit or spend money because Denver doesn’t want
 us there.
 
I can only hope that your city either changes its mind about Chick-Fil-A, or that the City Council of
 Denver is sued for damages and failure to respect 1 st Amendment rights. It is a sad day in America
 when one’s belief that traditional marriage is sacred is criminalized by the PC Thought Police. I for
 one will be steering clear of Denver and will be encouraging my congregation to do the same, unless
 sanity and common sense returns to the Denver City Council.
 
Sincerely
 
Rev. Mark Christopher


This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com
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From: outlook_48c4099a572ed303@outlook.com on behalf of tonys@adshapiro.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Renewal of chick chick-fil-a contract at DIA
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 8:05:32 AM


I am a frequent flyer on United and often find myself going thru DIA for connecting flights
If you persist in your denial of the chick-fil-a  renewal of contract,  I will make every effort at
 my disposal to travel through other airports even to the extent of changing airlines and
 shifting away from United
Your attitude and actions represent thought control by deneying others the opportunity to
 believe differently than yourselves. This is a despicable approach to freedom of dialogue and
 you do not represent liberty in this great country.
Tony Shapiro AIA
425 778 5400


Sent by Outlook for Android
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From: Stan Knowles
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A/Denver!
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 7:23:43 AM


To the Denver City Council members:


I would just like you to know…that I have been to Denver many times…and I think Denver and Colorado are
 special beautiful places that
God has made……but your action concerning Chick-Fil-A….not letting them locate their businesses in
 Denver…..has made me realize, that,
in spite of the fact that Denver (as a physical city) is beautiful…..Denver,  the City Council….is UGLY!


America was founded on Judeo-Christian principles…and the foundation of those principles was God and
 FREEDOM!  Obviously, the Denver
City Council does not BELIEVE in FREEDOM!


What you have done…is DASTARDLY and absolutely UNAMERICAN!


I told you that I have been to Denver many times…..and my wife and i were planning to visit Denver this next
 spring….but…because of YOUR
UNAMERICAN actions…….WE ARE NOT GOING TO!   And, as a  matter-of-fact…..We plan, as of right
 now….TO NEVER VISIT DENVER
AGAIN!    And…..THAT is NOT A THREAT!   That is a PROMISE!


I personally believe that you, as City Council members….are the WORST!


Very Sincerely,
Stan Knowles
(former national and international broadcaster)
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From: Kathy Boggie
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 8:46:36 PM


I find it beyond amazing that this new City Council is wringing its hands as to whether or not to continue the lease
 with Chick-fil-A at the airport.  There has never been any claims of discrimination.  Because we have a gay person
 on City Council, is this how everything will be judged now?  Is this revenge?  I find the moral issue claim by Mr.
 Lopez ridiculous, as well as his comment about throwing up in his mouth a little bit referring to Trump and
 immigration.  I would think City Council should be seriously concerned about the criminal activity on the 16th
 Street mall.  This should be your first priority.  I'm not that good at expressing myself but I'm really sick and tired
 of the political correctness.  Why don't you just do the right thing.


Sent from my iPad
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From: j lamore
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic-fil-a article
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 5:49:00 PM


Denver City Council I just read an article that made me sad for America first, then
 Denver. It had to do with freedom of speech and capitalism being under attack by the
 members of the Denver city council. I read and understood that because of the
 religious beliefs of a certain fast food vendor they are being reconsidered for a
 location at the Denver International Airport. As a consumer of  fast foods at your
 location from time to time I would like to have my disapproval registered via this e-
mail. In my personal opinion you are making the considerable mistake of allowing
 your personal views to manipulate and violate the Constitutional rights of this fast
 food vendor. You see when Americans state their viewpoints openly they have the
 right via the Constitution of the United States to freely, without fear of retribution,
 state their opinion. And any one who acts against those rights is acting against the
 laws of this great nation. Now I could understand if their products were sub quality,
 but EVERYONE in America knows that they are excellent. So in conclusion and I
 thank you for your consideration Please don"t allow any type of bias or religious
 discrimination to be considered in your decision making process when it comes to
 whom is considered for this location.


Ever Watchful
Thank you
Jeff
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From: Larry
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 3:14:16 PM


Shame a modern city like yours is so backwards. What
 is your next step. Who else is not going to be in
 business in Denver. Religious belief has nothing to do
 with food.


This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com
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From: Donna
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chik-fil-a
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 11:19:39 AM


Chik-fil-a has brought many jobs to our great country. Now, you do not want to let a new business go
 in at your airport based on their moral beliefs?  Your decision is a blatant violation of the First
 Amendment!  I ask you to allow Chik-fil-a to open their business in your airport.  Set a good example
 for other airports in the United States.
Donna Reppond
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Norman Glass
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Religious Discrimination
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 1:04:21 PM


Council Members,
Re: Rejection of Vendor: Chick-fil-A


10/13 of you are basing your decision making on RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION.
(Maybe you would like to change your oath of office, as well, to
prevent any conflict of interest!)
I guess we can't have differing opionions in America anymore.
If so, watch, as America slips further and further "downhill" in coming days.
The question to ask yourselves is:
"Where do your rights END, and where do my rights BEGIN?" (or vice versa)


--
Norman and Ruth GLASS   9374 - 207A Street, Langley, BC  V1M 2W7
T 604.330.5021  C  604.825.1373  E normanglass23@gmail.com
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From: James Gerding
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Self Appointed Morality Police
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 10:23:35 PM


Denver City Council -


You are truly representative of what is wrong with the selective outrage of the liberal left. You feel it's your
 job to dictate to the citizens of Denver and those passing through DIA who can and who cannot operate
 a business because you personally disagree with statements made by a CEO of a company years ago?
 Mind you, this company has not broken a single law. Zero evidence of any discrimination ever being part
 of the company culture and how they operate. ZERO. Guess I missed it when it was determined that
 Denver is now a utopia and all our problems have been solved. Top notch schools and infrastructure, no
 gang murders, homelessness, affordable housing, all solved, so now you can move onto more pressing
 issues. 


Nothing better to do than direct your collective energies towards denying a very well run, successful,
 community oriented business the ability to operate? F'ing absurd, moronic, hypocritical, unethical,
 undemocratic, shameful, pathetic, embarrassing. Thanks for working to make Denver a less attractive
 place to do business. That's always helpful when trying to grow your tax base, attract new businesses,
 and improve quality of life for all. You have embarrassed our city. I will be eating at Chick-Fil-A tomorrow
 to spite you. They have tasty chicken sandwiches and unparalleled customer service. They could
 definitely teach you a thing or two about how to run a successful organization. After you're done shutting
 down Chick-Fil-A, your next order of business should be to raise the city sales tax rate to 53% to fund the
 many asinine policies I'm sure are in the pipeline.


Disgusted Citizen,


James
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From: Alan Burke
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Gil-a
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:11:54 PM


Sir/ma'am,


I just read an article regarding your denying Chick-Fil-A a license!  I'm extremely disappointed that you can impose
 your moral attitudes and opinions on others!  The owner of Chick-Fil-A can donate money to whoever he wishes! 
 He has a constitutional and basic human right to do so!   You are starting a dangerous precedent!  If you deny this
 company a license because of your belief, shouldn't other communities do the same based on there beliefs!  Maybe
 all the other communities that voted against gay marriage should deny supporters of gay marriage and homosexuals
 licenses!   It's only right, according to you! You may think you have the ability to do this now, but times change. 
 History for thousands of years has been against homosexuality.  Communities more open to homosexuality than
 ours have existed, and then fallen!  Ancient Hellenistic society for example, out reproduced!  The pendulum will
 surely swing!  You should think about the precedent you are setting!  Also don't forget we can boycott your city. 
 And according to voting records, there are more of us than there are people who support homosexuality.  Our
 numbers are growing by the war against homosexuality that is becoming more apparent by the day!  Have you read
 about homosexuals being offended by term mother and father!  Please stop attacking society! None of us would be
 here without a mother and father!


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Michael Jennings
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 1:48:47 PM


I've been to Denver many times, and though I'm not a resident, you might take a moment to
 read this.  I see where the Denver City Council is considering whether or not to allow Chick-fil-
A to operate in the airport, and the question is in regard to what one council member
 considers a "moral" issue - that of the personal religious views of the restaurant's founder,
 Mr. Cathy.  During an interview in 2012, when Mr. Cathy was asked about his personal views
 on marriage, he responded truthfully and stated his beliefs, which were rooted in morality. 
 Western civilization's concepts of morality - of what is right, and what is wrong - comes from
 Judeo-Christian religious beliefs.  Mr. Cathy is a Christian, and he has since been vilified by
 LGBT activists BECAUSE of his moral convictions.  


Instead of pandering to a tiny percentage of the population and going along with whatever
 they are trying to pass off as "morality", the council members might go back and take a fresh
 look at what happened when the LGBT activists tried to bash this man for being honest about
 his personal beliefs.  [A link to a brief YouTube video is below.]  A huge outpouring of people
 went to Chick-fil-A for weeks to demonstrate their support of not just Mr. Cathy's right to
 hold and express his personal beliefs, but of all Americans' rights.  Do the 1.4% of Americans
 who are gay have the right to believe marriage can be whatever they think it should be?  If
 you believe so, then why wouldn't Mr. Cathy also have the exact same right?


What this comes down to is an attempt by a vicious hate group to attack a businessman and
 send a message that any who dare hold an opinion that is contrary to the objectives of the
 group will be similarly attacked.  These people are bullies and thugs, and don't think for one
 minute that the rest of America doesn't know it.  We're sick of political correctness that is
 pushed by socialist-leaning  media influencing our elected officials.  You need to pay more
 attention to the 98.6% of Americans than the 1.4%.  The issue is larger for you than just a
 "Denver thing" because your city is a part of a bigger society, and the image you create for
 Denver will impact it's perception by others in that society, and this will affect your city in a
 number of ways.  So put some thought in this.  Mr. Cathy has stressed many times that he has
 no ill will toward the LGBT community, and his restaurant welcomes members of all groups. 
 For the city council to consider banning Chick-fil-A for this, while ignoring Ben & Jerry's and
 Starbucks - both of whom are big contributors to Planned Parenthood, a meat market for
 murdered baby parts - might be viewed as a very revealing look into how people in Denver
 define morality.  From where I am, it looks like you folks are off by about a hundred and
 eighty degrees.  Better get that compass fixed, and soon.
 
Michael Jennings
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p.s.  You might choose to dismiss this as the views of "one guy", but you'd be wrong to do so. 
 Watch this video and see what I'm talking about.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybGYd1giLto


When you cave in to the demands of bullies, you only embolden them to try to squeeze more
 out of you.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybGYd1giLto






From: Nicalee Baker
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:46:20 PM


Your decision sure shows that diversity only applies only to organizations that aren't Christian
  It doesn't matter that the business shows kindness to all people throughout the country or that
 their hiring practices do not discriminate against their employees or to their guests. As long as
 the owners hold a Christian worldview that supports the Bible they can be discriminated
 against at will. Diversity is supposed to mean that you don't discriminate against anyone
 regardless of race, sex, religion, disability, etc. Apparently you can discriminate at will
 according to your own preferences.
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From: 3035170777@mms.att.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chic-filet and DIA
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 11:49:58 AM
Attachments: text_0.txt
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I am a resident of Denver and I read this morning about the City Councils review of Chic-filet opening a store in DIA and the interrogations over the CEO's religious beliefs and how they bear on whether to grant the Restaurant chain access to the airport. I find this appalling and a violation of the First Amendment. Does liberty have no place anymore? What are the council members respective religious views? Is that what the council wants, a religious filter on all city of Denver business. Are Christians to be excluded, is this what you want Denver to represent, I prey you all come to your senses!

Dennis Kaboth
324 S Franklin St
Denver, Co 80209







From: Elizabeth Albritton
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chikc-Fil-A ban
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2015 3:35:16 PM


Dear Council:


I am shocked, dismayed and, frankly, frightened to know you are even considering kicking
 Chick-Fil-A out of the airport for their stand on natural marriage.  Last I knew, America is a
 country allowing freedom and tolerance of opinions of others even if they differ from our
 own.  How dare your council to punish any organization for exercising a freedom granted by
 the Constitution of the United States.  You are the ones breaking the laws of the land by any
 punitive action you may cast against Chick-Fil-A (or any other organization) who exercises a
 freedom granted by the Constitution.  Why is it popular now for governments in America to
 coerce businesses or individuals to conform to an opinion not held by all? Chick-Fil-A, as far
 as the airport is concerned, is there simply to provide a legal service of fast food at the
 airport.  The beliefs or opinions of any individual or leader in their organization should not be
 criteria by which legal professional services should be granted or not granted in a public
 facility such as Denver International Airport.


Please separate your opinions or beliefs on such issues as natural marriage from how business
 is conducted.  They have no cross-over.  Such a vote for a ban on Chickk-Fil-A will be just
 another erosion of freedom in America.  I will following the outcome of your vote, hoping
 you make the right and sensible decision for America.


Sincerely,
Jerry Albritton
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From: Marie Countryman
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Religious intolerance
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:06:14 PM


To Whom it may concern, 


I was sadden to see city councilmen, Paul Lopez called opposition to the chain at DIA "really,
 truly a moral issue on the city."


Seems the city counsel can't see past their own issues, you have forgotten freedom of religion,
 and now you are demonstrating your great intolerance. 


I've enclosed a definition of the term bigotry for you:


big·ot·ry
'bigətre/


noun


intolerance toward those who hold different opinions from oneself.
"the difficulties of combating prejudice and bigotry"


Seems the shoe fits the Denver City counsel people. 


Sincerely,


Rhonda Irizarry
Modesto, CA 
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From: Tom Rask
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: kniechatlarge; Lopez, Paul D. - City Council Dist #3
Subject: Suggestion
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:33:50 AM


To:     Denver City Council


If the belief systems of the owners of an airport concessionaire should be used as a factor in
 considering who to award a concession to, that should be clearly stated in the procurement
 rules or the RFP. If it was not, then you are creating legal liability for yourselves, especially if
 you fail to examine the belief systems of all concessionaires.


I have a better idea: spend your time reining in your fascist police department. The department
 that thinks it has a right to arrest people for "jury tampering" when in fact they are exercising
 their right to free speech.


P.S. Next time I fly through Denver, I will find a Muslim working at the airport and ask their
 views on gay marriage. I will send you the video so that you  demand that they be fired for
 their beliefs.


Regards,


Tom Rask
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From: jmalinak
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A airport issue
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:19:32 PM


If Chick-fil-A is not allowed to do full business at the airport..... then Christians should
 boycott this dope smoking city and state....


Sent via the Samsung GALAXY S®4, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone
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From: Mark Kiryluk
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a at DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 4:52:15 PM


Attention: Denver City Council:  I thought there was freedom of religion and of speech in this
 country. You have once again proven that you cannot run this city or help it in any way. As a citizen I
 am embarrassed by your actions. It shows that you continue to ignore the real problems. Please
 stop worrying about your popularity and retaining your districts. I am really sick of all of this political
 nonsense. We live in a FREE society and you all need to remember that. It seems everyone is
 running scared of real issues except those that are politically correct. One CEO’s personal feeling
 about same sex marriage should have nothing to do with where a business may be located.   Mark
 Kiryluk
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From: bourne85617@mypacks.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil La
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 1:51:13 AM


I can believe that Nazi Germany has come to the Denver City Council. 
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From: Mary Arangua
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A at DIA
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:30:25 PM


This is a copy to the Denver City Council Members that I sent today, August 26, to Council-
Person Kneich.


Dear Ms. Kneich,
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
Please reconsider blocking Chick Fil A's request to open a restaurant at DIA. 
 Discrimination cuts both ways.  Chick Fil A executives celebrate unions
 between men and women.   Now I am 71 years old and have been married to
 the same man for almost 50 years, so forgive me for being a blunt old woman. 
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
 I have never heard same sex attracted persons say that marriage between men
 and women should be celebrated!  Just as you probably have a distaste for the
 sexual practice of heterosexual intercourse, understand that most heterosexual
 persons  do not routinely practice sodomy or mutual masturbation.
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
 Christianity has a standard that it upholds for sexuality.  Monogamous
 marriage between a man and a woman is meant to protect their offspring and
 to keep sex as a sacred institution so it is not abused.  Intercourse is taught as
 something sacred and exclusive between one man and one woman.  Christians
 are taught that sodomy and masturbation are not correct for anyone.   The line
 is drawn very thin so as to avoid human concupiscence that easily diverges 
 into sexual abuse-- at least that is the Christian tradition.  Is that so bad?
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
So if a baker is asked to celebrate sodomy and/or masturbation  it becomes
 immoral  for him, you see.   But that is the only case when a business owner
 would exercise their right to hold firm to a traditional form of marriage,
 because sodomy and masturbation are wrong for heterosexuals  to practice
 too.  So if it's wrong for everyone, then it cannot be discriminatory.
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
You are a city council person and the tradition of Christian morality may not be
 known to you,  but it is 4000 years old.  Persons, gay or heterosexual, who
 present themselves before a Catholic priest for marriage and openly admit they
 will practice sodomy or masturbation will not be allowed to marry in a
 Catholic Church, for instance.  Those are the standards and there are others. 
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
Now, could an ex-felon run for Denver City Council?  Why not?  That
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 somehow seems wrong to me, but that is the case, isn't it?
  Neither could an underage person although I know some very intelligent and
 mature  teenagers.  It's about standards and not about discrimination.  Of
 course, the kinds of acts I brought up, sodomy and masturbation, bring out a
 certain distaste in heterosexual people generally as perhaps, you would have to
 admit, does heterosexual intercourse for you.  But that is your right.  No one
 can tell you otherwise, nor does anyone I know want to.
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--> <!--[endif]-->
Chick Fill A is an openly Christian business (my daughter in law owns one in
 Aurora) and they never discriminate or are told to discriminate against gay
 customers or employees.  The policy seems to be to respect but not promote. 
 Chick Fill A should not have to promote gay marriage any more than you
 would promote, no doubt,  traditional marriage between one man and one
 woman.  It's just common sense.   I'm so sorry if anyone has ever offended you
 for your choices, but believe me, I have had to suffer lots of discrimination for
 mine.  It's called life.








From: Sia 122000
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Citizen Concern
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 6:21:53 PM


Dear city council members,


It was very distressing for me to hear your decision to possibly deny leasing a space to Chick-
fil-A in the DIA on the basis of a personal moral stance.The first amendment of the
 constitution gives us the right to practice religous freedom and freedom of speech, which
 means that any human being may practice any religion and speak about any thing without
 interference or intimidation from the goverment. 


According to thier own statments Chick-fil-A does not hire or fire people on any basis of
 religious or sexual orientation, this is evidenced by employee and customer satifaction.
City council` members please do not be unconstitutional in your meeting this week.


Jesia Gore    


age: 15
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From: Rob Elliot
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: SKI GROUP
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:50:34 AM
Importance: High


I GUESS YOU DON'T MIND ME BRINGING MY "FAITH BASED" SKI GROUP TO THE DENVER AIRPORT TO GO
 SKIING? JUST A THOUGHT!
GET A LIFE PEOPLE!
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From: Rich Gerber
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: MileHighMayor - Mayor"s Office
Subject: What were you thinking?
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 9:42:42 PM


With respect I ask what in the hell were you thinking? Seriously!  This has blackened
 the eye of the entire metro area and State of Colorado.  We should be proud of the
 fact we have diversified population in the metroplex.


The sad part is that not everyone thinks like you all do. Jews and Christian life's
 matter too, just because one council member believes the profits will go to fund hate
 speech and views is ridiculous .. I fly in and out of DIA several times a month on
 business trips and call this my home airport.. I live in the metroplex.  It would be
 fantastic to add another QSR that is about great service and food.  I am tired of slop
 at airports and Denver should be proud of what they have added in the recent past
 but adding a Chick Fil A would drive tax revenue higher and give people what they
 want.. 


The issue I have is the left has views and ideas and when the right disagrees it
 becomes a crime. Well Mr. Cathy has a right to state his opinion on what marriage
 should be defined as just as you all want to force your feelings and opinions on
 everyone. What the hell is wrong with this country? Wrong is right and Right is
 Wrong.. Stop and think and reverse your thoughts on the the choice to ban Chick Fil
 A from DIA... 


Respectfully 
Rich Gerber 
303 912 1180 


Sent from My iPad...Rich Gerber
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From: Kathleen Gooch
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A application
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:14:03 AM


Hello,
I hope you have all been receiving tons of feedback regarding your decision to require businesses to reflect the
 "correct" views in order to do business here in Denver.  "Correct" views meaning, of course, YOUR political
 views.  I am appalled that you think it's ok for you to limit MY consumer rights based on your own agenda.  Get off
 the pedestal you put yourselves on.  Let consumers make their own choices what to do with their money, and be
 assured that come election time, we will also choose candidates wisely.


Regards,


Kathleen Gooch


Sent from my iPad
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From: C Lambert
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:31:53 PM


Dear City Councilmembers,


I cannot believe what I just read on the news.  REALLY?  Millions of people a year
 are to be denied delicious Chick Fil A food at the airport because of YOUR personal
 beliefs?


Get over yourselves.  As someone who has eaten at the airport 3 times in the past 4
 months, I can assure you, there would be a great demand for their food.  The current
 food stinks.


No one cares what YOU THINK.  How arrogant.  Millions and millions of American
 people have made Chick Fil A the best fast food in the nation because the food is
 good.  It has nothing to do with the personal beliefs of the owners.  Have you ever
 eaten in one of their restaurants?  The food is great, the service fast and the servers
 are clean and friendly.  What is it you just can't stand about that??


You are grandstanding.


I must tell you.  We've been looking around Colorado to build a home.  Will be
 crossing it off the list now that you have left this sour taste in our mouths.  Who would
 want to live in a community of such elitist, anti-Christian, judgmental people?


C. Lambert
San Diego, CA.
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From: Jesse Younce
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-a
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:57:57 AM


Why deny 98% of the population a service they enjoy when only 2% of the population
 is mentally ill gay?
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From: Cory Gray
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil-A consideration
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:55:15 AM


Dear members of City Council,
 
I have a question to pose to you.  Are you the pot or the kettle?  How can you take a
 stance against a company’s president for expressing his beliefs?  Are you condemning
 Chick Fil-A because you don’t agree with Mr. Cathy?  What makes your views any
 better than his?
 
According to Gallup, 75% of this nation identify themselves as Christian while only 3.4%
 of the nation identify themselves as LGBT. So, in your warped sense of political
 correctness, you would rather bash and offend 75% of Americans and not provide
 them with a choice rather than get off your high horses and conduct business in an
 appropriate and unbiased manner? 
 
It is the Denver City Council  who is wrong, not Chick Fil-A.  You should not be able to
 rule with iron fists.  Like it or not, America is still a free country. Too bad folks like you,
 once get a taste of power, try to take away our freedom and choices so you can stay in
 power. 
 
Again, are you the pot or the kettle?
 
Sincerely,
Cory Gray
Coloradoan 
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From: Eric & April Thomas
To: Media - DIA; dencc - City Council
Subject: City council"s stance regarding Chick-fil-a
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:56:56 AM


City council blocks Chick-fil-A in Denver
 airport 
Your decision to not allow Chick-fil-a to operate in the airport will cost you considerable
 amount of business and travelers. I intend to spread the word to all of my domestic and
 international business partners to cease from doing business in your city. 


-- 
Eric & April Thomas
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From: Robert
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Silliness on Chick-fil-a
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:08:01 PM


From Jan. 2013
 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/shane-l-windmeyer/dan-cathy-chick-fil-a_b_2564379.html
 
They agree to disagree and there’s nothing wrong with that.   Old story.
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From: Allan Ward
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Your Forced Gay Agenda
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 11:27:45 AM


City Council Members;


It truly is a sad day when a City Council comes up with a twisted ideologically on controlling who is in 
business in their International Airport they may control. Chic-fil-a has never discriminated or refused to 
serve gays in their business or posted anything negative about gays. They have made it clear what their 
belief is according to scripture yes but have they ever interviewed customers first of their sexual preference
 before taking their order? The answer is NO, if anyone is discriminating or having anything to do with hate 
messages it is you Denver City Council. Cannot belief had twisted a city council of a large city can be that has
 millions pass through its airport yearly. Maybe you have all been smoking your funny weed a little to much 
to make a professional rational decision. Yes that was a discriminatory  statement to just say wake up 
Denver your turning your city into a place where nobody will want to visit. 


Sincerely,


Allan Ward
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From: lynn mcadam
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A at DIA
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:26:38 PM


To the members of the Denver City Council,


I have heard that you may block the establishment of a Chick-fil-A
franchise at DIA.  I urge you to reconsider.


The United States is increasingly a heterogeneous society.  This is
applauded by most as a positive trend, in which various non-traditional
groups are increasingly be embraced.  It strikes me that your intention
to prohibit the establishment of a Chick-fil-A franchise appears to be a
most intolerant stance, excluding a company from doing business in your
area of geographic jurisdiction simply because they have values and/or
business practices that are unpopular with some individuals and groups. 
If it is not acceptable to exclude members of the LGBT community based
on their gender orientation, or the Muslim communmity based on their
faith, or the African-American community based their race, why is it
acceptable to exclude a Christian-based organization based on their
faith-based business practices?


Again, I urge you to reconsider your inconsistency in this matter in the
name of "true tolerance."


Respectfully yours,
Dr. Lynn McAdam
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From: Michael DeYoung
To: Lopez, Paul D. - City Council Dist #3; kniechatlarge; dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Saturday, August 29, 2015 11:29:09 AM


Dear Council Members:


I have read about your concern over Chick Fil A and a possible restaurant
 at the airport.  One of your council members said this about the chain
  “called opposition to the chain at DIA ‘really, truly a moral issue,'” and another
 member said she was alarmed about Chick-fil-A’s “corporate profits used to fund
 and fuel discrimination.”  
As a frequent flyer and visitor to your aiport, I am appaled at such narrow minded
 thinking in this day and age!  A compnay that has Christian values you say they use
 their profits to fund and fuel disctrimination, how do they do that?  By serving
 everyone, no matter their sexual orientation? By paying their employees very well? 
 By having a corporate motto “To glorify God by being a faithful steward of all that is entrusted to
 us and to have a positive influence on all who come into contact with Chick-fil-A.” THIS is what YOU call
 "fueling discrimination?" 


Have you looked at the other restaurants at the airport and what they "fuel?"  How
 about Starbucks?  Have you seen what they support and what "moral issue" this
 company backs?  They fund Planned Parenthood, you know, the company that is
 selling baby parts for profits?  You know, the company that company whose
 executives have been caught on camera cavalierly discussing the sale of fetal body
 parts. Oh they dent it and you probabky believe them even though they are CAUGHT
 ON CAMERA discussing it!!  Yet you condemn Chick Fil A for being closed on Sundays
 and not supporting gay marriage?  How do you even compare the tow?  One
 supports selling body parts of babies, the other serves
 everyone who comes into their store and discriminates against no one yet you call
 this group immoral and support the other?  
Then there is Ben and Jerrys who also support the organization harvesting babies
 body parts and the organizations leaders, while sipping wine and eating salad,
 laughs about sending babies heads to "labs" to take out brains, eyes, etc that their
 employees are "startled" when they open a box and see these heads with their eyes
 open staring out at them!  Again I ask, you think a company that sends money to an
 organization like that has no moral issues but a company that treats ALL people
 respectfully deserves your scorn?! 
Also, since when did the government become the decider of which legal business
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 they allow to open in their area or not?  They fit all the requirements for the zoning,
 there is space available and they are a financially sound company.  You think you
 may keep them out because you may not like that they are Christians?  How dare
 you?  Don't eat there but to become people that decides who "wins" and who
 "loses" based on your personal feelings is never what this country was or is about!  
If you decide to keep this business out because of its Christian beliefs, I, and
 thousands like me, will do everything I can to avoid any stopovers in your airport. 
 THAT is the American way.  I can vote with my wallet while you seem to think you
 can use the power of the government to stop a legitimate business from being in an
 airport because of your personal dislike for Christian values(and the airport is not
 yours I remind you).


Cordially,


Mike DeYoung


-- 
Confidentiality Statement:
Information contained in this  e-mail is not a substitute for a personal
 consultation with an attorney or other licensed professional.  This
 message is not intended to provide any legal or other professional advice,
 nor does it imply the existence of an attorney-client or other professional
 relationship where none previously existed, and it is not deemed to
 contain the electronic signature of the sender or any other party. This
 message (including any attachments) is intended only for the individual or entity to which it
 is addressed. It may contain privileged, confidential information that is exempt from
 disclosure under applicable laws. If you are not the intended recipient, please  note that
 you are strictly prohibited from disseminating or distributing this information (other than to
 the intended recipient) or copying this information. If you have received this
 communication in error, please notify us immediately by e-mail or by telephone at 616-
510-8158








From: Charlie Lee
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:32:10 AM


Your PCBS on the Chick fil A deal is reprehensible
And if I lived there you'd be shamed out of office. Assuming you know the meaning of the word "shame".


Charles Lee
107 Cheston Ct
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
843-215-8924


Sent from my iPad
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From: gelhausrl@gmail.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fila
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 6:01:23 PM


City Council,


After reading about your idea to not allow Chick Fila to open in the Denver airport I have decided to no longer visit
 Denver. My family and I usually visit Denver at least once or twice a year. I have enjoyed Chick Fila at the local
 mall there in the Denver area.


Loretta


Sent from my iPad
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From: Pink Crafts
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Concerned Citizen
Date: Sunday, August 30, 2015 3:16:55 AM


Dear City Council Members


     It was very appalling to hear about the council's decision to "pause" Chick-fil-a from
 getting a lease at DIA. The first Amendment gives us the right to practice religious
 freedom, that's part of why the Pilgrims came here.


     In some people's opinion Chick-fil-a has to agree with LGBT life style, they have the
 right to disagree, and should be able to get a lease at the airport.


Sincerely,
Jasmine Gore
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From: Chi Nguyen
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Ski trip
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 3:10:40 PM


I was planning to visit your city for a ski trip this winter but since your stance against chick fil a
 my family will be visiting another ski resort.
 
Chi Nguyen
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From: Debbie Simson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [SPAM] Chick Fil A in DIA
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 6:00:11 PM


Dear Denver City Council,


I live in Parker, Colorado and you represent me.  I would like you to represent me in voting Yes to a Chick-Fil-A at
 DIA.   Chick-Fil-A's stance on same sex marriage should not effect where their restaurant reside.  Would you throw
 out contracts and not allow people in the marketplace if they're atheists?  Would you do the same for Muslims?  or
 Jews? 


Keep the First Amendment and let the marketplace grow.


Thank You,
Debra Simson
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From: Alan D Box
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 6:13:49 AM


Have u ever heard of the 1st Amendment?


Sent from my iPad
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From: Matt Parker
To: kniechatlarge; dencc - City Council; Lopez, Paul D. - City Council Dist #3
Subject: Concern
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:11:10 AM


Ms Kniech, Mr Lopez, 


Thank you for your service to your city of Denver and your willingness to represent citizens at
 the lowest level of government. You and your fellow city council members have a significant
 responsibility, and perhaps more so than any other level of government, your actions directly
 impact your constituents. Please know that I recognize the weight of your responsibility and
 respect you for your service. 


In the wake of the national debate and subsequent supreme court decision regarding gay
 marriage, there seems to be increasing antagonism toward people that support Biblical
 marriage, between one man and one woman. Needless to say, this decision has far-from-
settled this debate and done nothing to calm the storm surrounding the issue. It's an important
 issue that cannot be settled by government mandates and broad-sweeping, federal legislation. 


This antagonism is not only apparent in the media and entertainment industries but it's now
 creeping into the workplace. As if that's not alarming enough, now the government (your
 Denver city council included) is actively seeking to take action against companies that
 employ individuals that oppose same-sex marriage. I'm concerned that you have allowed your
 individual preferences and personal beliefs to interfere with your duties as a member of city
 council with regards to allowing Chick-Fil-A to operate in DIA. I believe that you are in scary
 territory if you decide to discriminate against a company solely because of the beliefs of their
 CEO.


http://money.cnn.com/2015/08/24/news/companies/chick-fil-a-denver/index.html
http://dailysignal.com/2015/08/24/the-hypocrisy-of-denvers-war-on-chick-fil-a/
http://thefederalist.com/2015/08/26/denver-hey-lets-shut-down-businesses-that-oppose-gay-
marriage/


Oddly enough, Chick-Fil-A has clearly been able to set aside personal beliefs (from their
 website: "We firmly believe in treating every person who comes through our doors with
 honor, dignity, and respect. We teach it to everyone who comes to work at Chick-fil-A)".
 Additionally, Chick-fil-A is the highest ranking fast food restaurant for customer satisfaction,
 according to the American Customer Satisfaction Index Restaurant Report 2015. This
 certainly doesn't sound like a company that supports "depriving people and their families of
 rights" according to your quote. It's very alarming that a local government such as yours is
 seeking to punish or even effectively silence individuals and corporations who hold beliefs
 other than yours. This is an obvious case of intolerance and closed-mindedness, ironically
 something of which that Chick-Fil-A and other companies based on Judeo-Christian values
 are frequently accused.


Ms Kneich, you're concerned about "corporate profits used to fund and fuel discrimination"?
 What about the taxpayers of Denver and visitors to your city that pay your salary? That
 sounds an awful lot like GOVERNMENT REVENUES used to fund and fuel discrimination.
 Ms Kneich, I'm sure that you feel that every civilization since creation that recognized
 marriage as "one man, one woman" were discriminatory and LGBTs throughout history have
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 been oppressed for their lifestyle choices and differing opinions. Let me ask you, does it seem
 prudent to discriminate against people who hold different opinions than you? Do you want to
 live in a society that punishes those who are different, or in the minority (which supporters of
 Biblical marriage are not)? The implications of your decisions are staggering and indicative of
 intolerance of the highest order.


Ms Kneich, if you are truly concerned about companies that support entities that "depriv(e)
 people and their families of rights"- Mr Lopez, if this truly is a moral issue, - please scrutinize
 Starbucks and Ben-and-Jerrys (both of whom operate at DIA) and their support of Planned
 Parenthood. If you are truly consistent and concerned about people's rights, then you MUST
 be concerned about the recent revelations that Planned Parenthood affiliates are harvesting
 and selling infant body parts, crushing unborn infants, and  killing babies outside of the
 womb. What about a baby's right to life? What about a woman's right to safe, sanitary,
 transparent medical practices when trusting their health to a Planned Parenthood affiliated
 clinic? Please tell me that these issues concern you and that you are exercising the same
 scrutiny when vetting these companies desiring to do business in Denver.


With Regards, 


A Concerned American Citizen


Matt Parker








From: Mari Pelz
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 12:46:03 AM


Dear Denver City Council members


I read my friend’s post on FB about denying “Chick - Fil-A” ’s business in Denver airport. The article she posted
 suggested that  city councils did not give a go to the restaurant as you remember their position on  gay marriage. Is
 this true? If it is true, shame on  you! That is the insult to our democracy. No matter what you think, they are
 entitled to have their own opinions and they are lawfully protected to speak up their opinions on any issues of life.
 Denying their chance for the business based on their one political issue is clearly against the law.I can not believe
 that our government trying to silence or revenge for their stance on the marriage issue.
 Are you saying that no one can do business in Denver unless you are for gay marriage or if they don’t believe what
 you want them to believe?


No one should be treated unfairly because of their faith, race or gender.


Let the public to decide if they want to buy their products or not. Many of us want to eat their chickens! :)


Mari
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From: nicoletta mackenzie
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick File
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 11:11:49 AM


To the City Council:


I'm not a Denver resident but I do fly out of DIA.


I was appalled to hear that you are considering not renewing Chick File's license to operate at the
 airport because its owner has expressed his support for heterosexual marriage.


Denver is supposed to be an enlightened, "tolerant" city and this is supposed to be a free Country,
 where we do not punish those whose beliefs are different than our own.  Punishing those who
 disagree with us by denying them the opportunity to transact business is neither tolerant, nor
 liberal, nor American.


I certainly hope that a sufficient number of City Council members will stand up against this abuse
 of power and renew Chick File's license at DIA.


Sincerely
Nicoletta MacKenzie
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From: Janie Anderson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: DIA Chik Fil A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:22:09 PM


So, now a business cannot have a point of view different than your own? Yes, they agree with the Biblical definition
 of marriage between one man and one woman but they have not refused service to anyone that holds a different
 opinion on that. You, however, are violating their First Amendment.  Turning them away from DIA will not hurt
 their business, but you will be depriving thousands upon thousands of travelers from the choice of the good food
 they provide. Get with the program, let them set up shop there. If you personally don't like them, don't eat there but
 stop jumping on the "politically correct" but broken down wagon. We are all tired of this crap.


Sent from my iPad
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From: heirsofpatrickhenry
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Speech
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 1:59:06 PM


I moved out of the Denver community over 10  years ago and what a great decision that was. 
 Your persecution (that is what you are doing) of Chick-Fil-A is censorship, bullying, and
 tactics favored by the Nazis.  If they don't fit your description of right, then shut them out.


I encourage people on a daily basis to avoid your community, and state actually.  I hope you
 find that it works both ways.
Free speech is NOT hate speech.  Perhaps you have heard the saying of one of our founding
 fathers; "I may not agree with what you have to say sir, but I will defend unto death your
 right to say it."


P.S. No, I am NOT against "gay marriage", in fact I am not sure why a state government
 should have to approve my commitment to someone I love. Your tax (marriage "license") on
 it makes a much bigger statement than being against gay marriage.


"Cogito, ergo sum armatus: I think, therefore I am armed.”
"If you love wealth greater than liberty, tranquility of servitude greater than the animating
 contest for freedom, go home from us in peace. We seek not your counsel, nor your arms.
 Crouch down and lick the hand that feeds you; May your chains set lightly upon you, and
 may posterity forget that you were our countrymen." -Samuel Adams.
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From: patricia dwyer
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: a vote
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 9:54:31 AM


To each and all of the
City Council elected parties,


The DIA airport belongs 
to the citizens ... 100% of them.
Choosing to renew Chick-fil-a 
speaks for ALL of our citizens.
A choice to not renew the lease,
would not 
seriously harm this company.
But ... it would further tarnish 
Denver's reputation for
respect of the First Amendment. 


Sincerely
Pat Dwyer
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From: owenajaz@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:34:54 PM


Greetings Denver City Council members,
 
My wife and I had planned a two week vacation for the first two weeks of October in
 the Denver area.  We would have been bringing along our eleven year old grandson
 during his fall break to share with him various activities and sites in and around
 Denver.  This would have included another grandson of the same age that lives in
 your neighboring city of Brighton.
 
Because of your ridiculous attitude towards one of our favorite fast food stops our
 plans are changed and our Brighton grandson will meet up with us elsewhere and we
 will skip your part of colorful Colorado. 
 
 
Owen & LuAnn Ose
Apache Junction, Az
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From: scott boehnke
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 1:22:44 PM


The city council of Denver is very misguided in the decision to stall or stop the building of a Chick Fil A by DIA. 
 In their quest if tolerance, they have become completely intolerant themselves.  If you don't like the restaurant or
 ownership, don't patronize the establishment, but do not expect me to fall in line with your totalitarian views and
 PC mania.  So blinded by your cause, you can't see the damage to the country as a whole.  How about addressing
 some real problems and stop telling everyone how to think, act, talk. 
Sent from my iPad
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From: Dan Hart
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fillet
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 11:59:32 AM


City Council


If you ban Chick Fillet out of DIA, I will no longer come to Colorado to ski as I have done for the past five years.


Instead, I will go to Utah where the powder is just as good, it is harder to get a drink, but at least the government is
 not authoritarian.


Allow thinking!


Dan Hart
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From: Carol Case
To: dencc - City Council; Lopez, Paul D. - City Council Dist #3; kniechatlarge
Subject: Denver Airport Chick-Fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 12:40:43 PM


To all Denver City Council Members,


I am a Colorado resident who strongly supports the right of Dan Cathy to open a Chick-Fil-A
 in the Denver airport.  I am also a avaition employee who has traveled across the US and
 frequented every major airport for the past 50 yrs and have enjoyed eating at Chick-Fil-A. 
 Last week our grandchildren came through the Detroit airport and ate chicken there.
I find it hard to believe that in the United States a business would be discriminated against and
 denied operating in a major airport simply because the owner has stated that HE beleives in
 the Biblical definition of marriage.  This is Mr Cathy's 1st Amendment right.
This company employs people of all faiths, including those of the LGBT Community. They
 also never deny service to anyone.
Why not let them open at DIA and let "we the people decide" if we want to purchase their
 food?
It appears to me that Mr Paul Lopez and Ms Robin Kneich are the INTOLERANT ones.
Blessing to all, Mrs. Carol K Case
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From: Bill Winkler
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: The city of discrimination
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 7:54:36 AM


Well, well, well. Look who's discriminating against a company that has a moral obligation to free speech. The bogus
 decision to block Chic-fi-la from being in your airport because you have a gay council member and other bias and
 bigoted opinions is beyond belief. Did you know that the gay community is far more likely to be promiscuous than
 heterosexual couples. That's a moral decision, by the way and a dangerous one as well.


In addition, Chic-fi-la's food is far superior in nutrition to the junk that's served in your airport now. This company is
 also employing many young men and women that benefit from the values and practices that will aid in giving this
 country great leaders in the future. Leaders that will instill moral business practices and policies. This is the same
 company that does employ a diverse group of individuals including gays and others in the so-called LGBT
 community.
Hmmmm. That sounds like an organization that wants more rights than any one in the straight community. Similar
 to NAACP and KKK and NOW.


Better get ready to rumble in the courts. Don't think you have enough money to sustain a lengthy litigation.


Sincerely,
Bill Winkler, New Mexico


Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen McAdam
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Concerned citizen
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 2:49:14 PM


Dear members of the Denver City Council,


Apparently the Denver City Council is seriously considering denying Chick-fil-A  the right to 
open a branch at the Denver airport.


What can you possibly be thinking?  Do your realized that there are over 100 million 
Americans who much prefer Chick-fil-A, and everything it stands for, to companies like 
Starbucks and Ben and Jerry’s, who voluntarily support Planned Parenthood, an organization 
that specializes in the dismemberment of our most vulnerable fellow humans?


For heaven’s sake, do yourselves a favor, and let people make the choice.  If Chick-fil-A does 
not deserve a place at DIA, the freely made decisions of a democratic populace will make that 
abundantly clear.  


Sincerely,
Karen McAdam
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From: Sam R
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chic fila
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:30:14 AM


trump has it right its politically correct ass-holes like you that
continue to bring this country down


next you will put an illegal on the council


just cause the bald faggot has a boytoy  he dont  want chic fil-a     
get real
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From: nopreacherman@yahoo.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 7:11:08 PM


Failure to approve Chick-fil-A’s contract may prove disastrous to the Denver City Council.
 Bowing to current cultura opinion and rejectibng the timeless instruction of God’s word is a
 recipe for disaster.
Please ponder hard your decision!


Sent from Windows Mail
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From: John and Patty Sisk
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:11:35 AM


Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,


I was appalled to read that you are considering denying the fast food restaurant, Chick Fil A,
 the opportunity to operate in the airport.  Can you really call yourselves a tolerant, welcome-
all-beliefs city when you consider denying a business opportunity based on religious beiefs? 
 Just because the deceased founder of a business has particular religious convictions that do
 not agree with the majority is not a justifiable reason to deny that company equal business
 opportunities.  Prejudice is wrong on any and all levels.  No one has the right to choose when
 prejudice is wrong and when it is permissible.  Please do not start down this very dangerous
 path.


Thanks for your consideration,
Patty Sisk
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From: Tom Clark
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick fil A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 11:16:58 AM


Dear Gestapo Members, 
Given the choice, Denver would be last on my places to ever consider living. 
 Actions against a food chain because of its founders  stated beliefs regarding
 marriage is insane.   Using the remark, "I believe marriage is between a man and a
 woman" as grounds for denying a business license is prehistoric, heterophobic,
 inconsiderate and contrary to the majority of Americans who are heterosexual. 
I personally will avoid your city like the plague. 
Regards,
Tom Clark    
Virginia Beach, Va 
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From: Barb
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Denver City Council Delays Chick-Fil-A Lease Due to Its Same-Sex Marriage Stance
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 1:46:24 PM


Check out this article from Fox News Insider:


http://insider.foxnews.com/2015/08/23/denver-city-council-delays-chick-fil-lease-due-its-
stance-same-sex-marriage


Dear Sirs: 


Of anyone on Council who thinks Chick Fil A should be denied a lease for their business
 because of their deceased leader’s lack of support for gay marriage  -- let’s just say  as Dr.
 Phil says sometimes -- somewhere there is a village which has lost its idiot.  


What has the U.S. come to –that we are punished for our religious beliefs about
 homosexuality?   Have you bought the lie that homosexuality is genetic in cause?  Or
 congenital?   Even one of their leaders said not long ago that “born that way”  has served its
 purpose to get public approval of sodomy,  but they don’t need that excuse anymore. 
 Probably because they don’t want to be confined to homosexuals—but want the erotic liberty
 to pursue straight people, too –which, of course, is nothing new.


We have a right to believe and live according to our faith.  That includes the definition of
 marriage. Just read the 4 dissenting justices of SCOTUS and their views of this awful
 decision.  They predicted persecution of Christians.   Why does the City Council of Denver
 have to fulfill their dire predictions?  


 The council’s purpose is not to discriminate and punish for religious beliefs –certainly not to
 be unconstitutional.


Sincerely,


Jonathan E. Rohrs, M.D.  and Mrs. Barbara Rohrs, BS in ed
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From: Michelle Black
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Tolerance from our representatives, please.
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 11:06:34 AM


 Dear Denver City Council Members,
 
Is it true that our city council decides which fast food chain will be allowed or not allowed at our
 Denver Airport based on political correctness?! 


I quote an article from Katrina Trinko, Managing Editor of The Daily Signal at
 http://dailysignal.com/2015/08/24/the-hypocrisy-of-denvers-war-on-chick-fil-a/.
 
“Liberals are free to boycott Chick-fil-A, just as conservatives can boycott companies who
 support organizations who donate to groups advocating stances they find immoral or
 wrong.
 
But it’s another matter entirely to bring in the government to ban Chick-fil-A entirely. It
 should be consumers, not government officials, who decide which businesses thrive and
 which don’t.
 
Denver, it’s time to try a little tolerance.”
 
Why can’t we, as a society, let down our defenses, and at least tolerate one another despite our
 differences? As leaders of our city, we look to you to exemplify civil behavior.
 
Thanks for allowing me to voice my belief and hope.
 
Sincerely,
Michelle Black
8230 Washington St.
Denver, CO 80229
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From: James Morrissette
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: DIA Chic-Fil-A APPROVAL
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 12:07:30 PM


To whom this may concern,


It has come to mine, and many others, attention that you pause the Chick-fil-A business
 license for DIA. It is imperative that you approve their business license as they are a vital
 member for our community! Religious liberty is protected by the Constitution see to it that
 Coloradoans support the Constitution!


Thank you,


James Morrissette 
Fort Collins, CO
9702371666


-- 
III%
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From: Jerry & Karen Terui
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chick fil-a
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 1:04:37 PM


Dear Council Members;
Please allow Chick-Fil-A to do business at the airport (or anywhere else).
I believe you are walking on dangerous ground for our society in ruling against their desire. They
 have not discriminated against anyone by having by having their biblical views.  They are open to
 serving anyone in the public.
Your reasoning to decline their desire leads to discriminating against anyone who disagrees with
 your personal values. You are applying a litmus test to all businesses on the basis of religious views,
 which is (still) illegal.  Will you go as far to rule that all businesses in your city with differing religious
 views are no longer welcome?
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jerry Terui,
Hawaii
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From: Tim
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 8:47:39 PM


Dear Denver CC,  we come to vacation in your great city every year. Having said that, I am deeply trouble to read
 that you are not renewing CFila license in your airport. If this stands I can promise you I will not be back. Ever. Not
 one more dime. Nor will any of my family and I will recommend all my friends not return either. I'm ashamed of
 the intolerance that you are displaying and will spend my money down in the Springs. I hope you will change your
 minds.


Tim Dollins.


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Della Ravnsborg
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 9:09:46 AM


Sent from my iPhone
As a Colorado resident and native I have been going to Denver all my life. I have always liked Denver until now.
 For a city to discriminate against a business for there religious beliefs is a sad state of affairs. Chick Fil A has good
 food, a great employer and if none of u remember back when I was a kid all stores were closed on Sunday so that is
 not a big deal. Some people voted to legalize pot. The last time I was on the 16 street mall all I could smell was pot
 and urine it was wrong people trying to ride the bus had to smell pot with there little kids and deal with the people
 that were high. Your laws are not being enforced. It's ok to let people smoke pot but not have a fast food chain at
 DIA how stupid is that. All this stuff about cops being out of control that's stupid they don't shoot people that are
 just standing around they shoot criminals. All this the 1 percent rules last time I checked it was the majority that
 should rule. If u don't agree with them don't eat there food but don't keep it away from the rest of us. Denver is dirty
 and tacky these days homeless standing around begging sleeping in the parks trash everywhere we walked around
 union station it was so sad to see this city so trashed. Clean up, employee people and make Denver the grand city it
 use to be. Get over the liberal crap and do what is right.
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From: Laura Poe
Subject: Chick fil A
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 11:43:44 AM


Hello, I'm contacting you regarding some articles I saw today about the council considering a
 Chick fil A location in DIA. There was some mention about denying Chick fil A this location
 because of their owner's position on gay marriage. His position does not affect the company's
 service to its customers, and I would like to urge you to approve the location. '


We have gone a long way in this country to say that no one should disagree with our positions,
 and they should be punished if they do. I'm sure, as members of the city council, you all have
 different opinions. The beauty of America is that we can have our own opinions. The
 founders based our laws and government on the Bible (which is where Chick fil A's founder
 gets his position on marriage). We should be judged on our actions rather than our thoughts
 and opinions.


Thank you for your consideration.


Laura Poe
home 719-344-5059
cell 402-730-6892
laurapoe@gmail.com


Because He lives!
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From: Trudy Brennan
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Denver airport - Chick Fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 1:01:06 PM


And would you please post exactly what your individual beliefs are?  And then I guess we
 need to know the beliefs of every single one of the companies that have businesses at the
 Denver Airport.  How's that?  You all should be ashamed....what a disgrace and
 embarrassment. 
 
Chick-Fil-A has NOT discriminated against anyone.......BUT YOU ARE!   And you wonder
 why Trump is so popular?  It's because of people like YOU!  And aren't you the same people
 who will not enact Jessica's Law?  Blows my mind.
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From: Mark O"Neill
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Why I have to fight becoming prejudice....
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 7:25:22 AM


To all Council Members...
  
   All the way up here in Connecticut, this 50 year old husband, dad and guy just trying to get
 along in the world sees yet another attempt by a group to censor, boycott, silence and
 basically run Christians who you don't agree with out of town.
   Don't you find it ironic that, in attempts like yours to create what you think is a free, tolerant
 and open society, you are in fact intolerant and fascist?   It's very hard to remain unprejudiced
 when it seems that gay activists and left wingers will settle for nothing less than total
 surrender from Christians who disagree with them. 
   I never even heard of Chic Fil A before any of this madness began.  So now you are trying to
 create an environment where anyone who believes in traditional marriage is ostracized?   It
 sounds more like revenge than reason.  
   Please don't consider yourselves any more tolerant than those you demonize.
                         Mark O'Neill
11 Overlook Dr
Preston, CT 06365
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From: BMaslen
To: dencc - City Council
Cc: jmurray@denverpost.com
Subject: DIA Chick-Fil-A Article
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 2:14:24 PM


http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_28668633/denver-council-hits-pause-chick-fil-at-dia


Dear Denver City Council,
I too am vehemently opposed to Chick-Fil-A's stance on LGBT, but the notion that Denver's
 City Council thinks it is appropriate to try and bar a private business from legitimately
 operating in the airport because of their beliefs is laughable at best, and terrifying at the worst.
 Whatever happened to separation of church and state? Does the council analyze every single
 business operating in DIA to see where they contribute their funds? If so, that really is scary;
 it is not your place to be basing your decisions on your *personal* beliefs no more than it is
 anyone's right to be able to tell me what religion I should believe in.


I'd like to point out that Chick-Fil-A, despite their antiquated beliefs and their donation
 spending, does not force or even really mention these things anywhere at their retail locations.
 They are well within their rights to spend their campaign money how they wish, just as it is
 my right as a consumer to not shop there if I so choose. Don't take that decision away from
 the people who travel through our airport.


I travel for about 70% of my job out of DIA, and spend a fair amount of money on food at
 various concessions there each year. If this is how Denver is going to act, I'm just as happy to
 start waiting to eat at other airports and give them my tax dollars instead of DIA.
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From: steve@buckeyebuildingservices.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chick-fil-a
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 6:10:02 PM


Its a shame that you feel its ok to stick your nose into other peoples business.  It is NOT
 your elected duty to tell tax paying companies what they need to believe in.  The
 intolerance that comes from the LBGT is off the charts.  Stop shoving your naroow minded
 views down our throats.  The great thing about this country is that we have a choice.....If
 you dont agree with a companies view....dont shop there.  Stop acting like the govt is the
 final word on everything in our lives....look at everything you screw up. 


Steve Yingling
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From: Herb Rodriguez
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:11:39 PM


I was just made aware of this news story:  http://bpnews.net/45352/chickfila-blocked-from-
denver-airport-for-now


I believe the city council is overstepping it's bounds and should reconsider.  Not all support
 controversial left leaning views about gay marriage. 


Herb Rodriguez
719-229-2445
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From: isurfronjon@aol.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 5:00:41 AM


Denver City Council:
I have visited your beautiful city many times. I learned today that you are considering
 spreading intolerance in your city by denying a business opportunity to Chick Fil A at DIA
 because you don't like the politics of the Chick Fil A Company. WHAT KIND OF TOLERANCE IS
 THAT?! I thought Denver was a more open-minded community. I don’t link the mission or
 politics of Planned Parenthood, but I don’t have a choice with my tax dollars supporting them.
I am a Gay Christian and I implore to consider being more inclusive and inviting all kinds of
 beliefs and philosophies to your community. This progressive attitude popping up in America
 is just another form of discrimination. We can all coexist.


Best Regards,
Ronald A Rohlfing
Erlanger, KY (Cincinnati, OH).


Sent from Windows Mail
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From: tkehayes@bellsouth.net
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick fil-a
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 12:03:17 PM


City Council,


There used to be a belief in America which went like this: 'I may disagree with what you're saying, but I'll defend to
 the death your right to say it'.  The actions of the Denver City Council towards ChicFil-A Corporation are
 reprehensible.  They are more like something mouthed by a terrorist; namely, 'Believe exactly as I do or I will kill
 you!'  I hope you will reconsider your actions.


If you have never dined at a ChicFil-A you should.  As fast-food outlets go they are consistently great, and it is no
 secret why they are consistently given the highest ratings in the industry.
I'm a devoted patron and will continue to give them my business.  As for Denver?  Probably not.


Sincerely,
Thomas Kehayes 
CAPT, USNR ret.
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From: Jerry Ashby
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Denying Chic Fillet
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 8:33:44 AM


To the Mayor and City Council of a Rouge State, Denying Chic Fillet, because od the Owners
 Belief is Bogus. These people just own the Franchise. Just wait till there is a new Republican
 President and Your city will change. Every one of you is on the hook for allowing Illegal drugs
 to be sold in America while against Federal law. I and my company will no longer have
 anything to do with Rouge States such as Colorado, California Oregon and Washington.
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From: Terry Taylor
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: You have become the "Thought Police"
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:20:39 AM


What a bunch of fascist jerks you are.


I lived in Denver for many years, and now am so happy to be away from there.


Drugs, fascism, and lack of freedom now dominate a once-beautiful place to live and
 raise a family.


Shame on you.


T. Taylor
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From: Terry Hale
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: DIA and Chick-Fil-A
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 5:57:30 AM


So, let me get this straight.......
You, who are for all intents and purposes are "The Government" are making your
 decisions on Food Vendors at Denver International Airport
based on whether or not the owner of Chick-Fil-A supports HomoSexual-Marriage?
 And the fact that he doesn't is more of a consideration to
you than the fact that their locations are closed on Sundays, which could be an
 inconvenience to hungry travelers....... seriously?
 
I've always said that Utopian Progressives live in a world ruled by Emotions, rather
 than rational thought and the deliberation of facts.
THIS proves it!! 
 
Terry Hale in Louisville
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From: Stu - Jan Benshoof
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: chicken
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 6:08:23 AM


Shame on you for blocking Chick-fil-A , particularly the gay members of the council. You (gays)
 claim discrimination ,yet you discriminate! Are you going to go after ALL the christian owned
 businesses in Denver? Chick-fil-A has NOT , nor will they discriminate against anyone, either
 customers or employees, yet you deem it necessary to try to ban them based upon what they
 believe? I guess you have become the thought police and the moral compass of Denver?
 Despicable!
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From: smokinchoir@gmail.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 7:15:52 PM


Because Chick-fil-A founder Cathy believed in biblical definition of marriage?  


Das Dritte Reich wäre so stolz auf dich !


Sent from Windows Mail
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From: Rick Preece
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 10:51:09 AM


I've recently read quotes from Mr Lopez about allowing Chick Fil A an airport concession to be a "moral issue for
 the city" and then Ms Kniech saying something about "Corporate profits being used to fuel discrimination" and
 something (paraphrasing) - "Chick Fil A doesn't hold the beliefs for the city or state of Colorado" - I'm sorry - you
 guys don't speak for me or by polling numbers the majority of people in this state.


On the "moral issue" - you've got to be kidding me!!!!!  How many porn shops and prostitution and gangs are
 prevalent in Denver?  Shouldn't that be a moral focus vs a stupid fast food place.


So many things are wrong with your position. You preach tolerance but yet YOU are being intolerant. You can't
 point to one accusation of discrimination either from a service or a hiring perspective from Chick Fil A in Denver
 or anywhere in the USA for that matter. Isn't that what you want????? A business that equally and fairly employs
 people and doesn't discriminate.  You are doing the discriminating and being awfully hypocritical. 


Why don't you let the free market decide about the future of Chick Fil A at the airport?  If people are so agast at
 their owners belief (who has now since past away mind you, along with his wife), they will decide. They will not
 buy their product, subsequently they will lose money and subsequently close...What if the following came out with
 the same statement as Chick Fil A - Frontier Airlines, Delta Airlines, The Colorado Rockies, The Denver Broncos,
 Six Flags.....are you going to evict them from the city or not renew a license???? 


You're jumping on a political correctness bandwagon and making yourselves look silly. Do the right non-
discriminatory thing and give them a license to operate at DIA...


Chick Fil A is not my first go to place to grab a bite to eat, but I can see hypocricy and when someone is being
 unfairly treated. If you deny this request based a belief (which is protected by the Constitution) you don't deserve
 the position in gov't you have and should promptly resign.


Thanks.


Rick Preece
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From: hi
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick filA at DIA
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 9:20:25 AM


Dear City Council members,
I am truly disgusted that you are considering not allowing Chick fil A at the airport.  Denver has
 some REAL problems such as the mob attack on tourists on the 16th street mall, over-
development in neighborhoods, and roads full of potholes!  Get to work on solving problems
 that affect our quality of life in Denver and quit trying to force your political agenda on the
 citizens that pay your salary. 
Sincerely,
Lisa Covert
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From: Starr Brautigam
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Discrimination against Chick-fil-A
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 6:05:38 PM


Hello.


My name is Keith Brautigam, and I live in Greentown, Indiana.  It probably does not mean
 much to you, but you need to know that if you continue your discrimination against Chick-fil-
A simply because of their stand on Biblical marriage, I will NEVER again bring my business
 or family to Denver.  How sad that in America, a company cannot take a stand on religious
 beliefs and still be in the marketplace - but people like you would rather shut down their right
 to speak and conduct business.  


I challenge you - if you were to allow Chick-fil-A in the airport, I firmly believe they would
 gross the HIGHEST sales of any other business there.  If the people are somehow offended
 with them, let them say so with their money, because if the company does not do a good
 business, they won't be there long.


I just thought I would tell you I'll be watching from Indiana and deciding whether or not
 Denver is completely off my business and travel list from now on.


Oh, and by the way....I have kind of rooted for the Broncos from here....but Denver becomes
 an avoided city for me in every way if you continue in this direction.


Stop your discrimination and do the right and American thing.


Sincerely,
Keith Brautigam   
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From: Julie Tyler
To: kniechatlarge; dencc - City Council; Fenton II, William T. - City Council
Subject: Your decision
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 1:32:01 PM


Don't you think it is a little bit hypocritical to stall a decision to allow Chick Fil A to operate out of the airport just because the owners have
 expressed their belief in the traditional and Biblical definition of marriage?  Just because you happen to be gay does not give you the
 right to decide that a business cannot operate based on moral standards.  Chick Fil A does not discriminate in any way shape or form. 
 They welcome everyone into their stores and have never turned anyone away based on sexual orientation or any other reason.  If you
 can discriminate against them based on the owners moral positions, then an owner should be allowed to discriminate against you based
 on the same principal.  Maybe you need to think before you speak or put things in writing.  I believe you are putting Denver in a position
 to be sued, and that would not be good a good thing, would it?


Sincerely,
Julie
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From: korthuisellen@gmail.com
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 6:02:55 PM


If the amount of customers at a business are any mark of their popularity or quality Chick-fil-A would come # 1.
 Why is there a controversy?  Give Denver and all those who pass thru DIA what they want.
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From: Marilyn Gore
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: DIA lease
Date: Friday, August 28, 2015 3:39:05 PM


Dear Counsel persons,


I am writing to entreat you to justly regard the course of action to be taken in considering
 Chick-fil-A for a lease agreement at DIA. 


Here are the facts as they stand: 


DIA has estimated the restaurant's first-year sales at $4.1 million, with $616,278 paid each
 year in concession fees. Chick-fil-A restaurants typically generate more in six days a week,
 DIA says, than most fast-food concessions that are open all seven.


Neil Maxfield, the senior vice president of concession, noted that a 2013 survey of airport
 users "identified Chick-fil-A as being the second-most sought-after quick service brand at the
 airport, second to Chipotle," which didn't apply for the space.


From Business Insider: American Customer Satisfaction Index’s 2015 Restaurant
 Survey named Chick-fil-A the most-loved restaurant in America. 


The company scored an 86 out of a possible 100 points in customer satisfaction, the highest
 ever rating for a company in the quick service category, beating Chipotle and Panera Bread.


Chick-fil-A not only beat all other chains in customer satisfaction, but it also took ACSI's top
 rating in dining experience as well. 


Temkin Customer Service Ratings: Based on a study of 10,000 U.S. consumers, the ratings
 examine 278 companies across 20 industries. USAA earned the top spot for its banking
 business, followed by Chick-fil-A in the second spot. 


Chick-fil-A corporate officials said that their company is "focused on providing everyone
 great food in an atmosphere of genuine hospitality. We hope to welcome all guests to any of
 our locations." Their track record evidently supports this assertion.


Considering these facts and Chick-fil-a's impressive restaurant status, it is extremely difficult
 to comprehend why Jolon Clark would assert, "We can do better than this brand in Denver at
 our airport, in my estimation". Mr. Clark's estimation is either severely misinformed, or there
 is another scrofulous motivation. 


Councilman Paul Lopez called opposition to the chain at DIA "really, truly a moral issue on
 the city." Is it the position of the city that it considers the personal religious opinions of a
 private business owner when considering business contracts? This is the highest form of
 unconstitutional discrimination that I can imagine and an absolute disgrace to a free loving,
 constitution governed people. 


The Denver city counsel would do well to take a lesson from Chick-fil-A in good business
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 practice. 


Finally, I'd like to leave you with the needful reminder that it is the counsel's job to
 constitutionally represent its constituents regarding decisions and pertinent actions and you
 all,  most notably Robin Kniech, have the obligation to conduct city business accordingly and
 not based on personally driven vendettas. 


Thank you for your time and consideration. I look for you to make better decisions and
 employ more professionally sound judgments in the future. 


Sincerely,


Marilyn Gore


Great is the Lord 
And greatly to be praised,
And His greatness is unsearchable! 
Ps. 145:3








From: E ciarlo
To: Lopez, Paul D. - City Council Dist #3
Cc: dencc - City Council
Subject: dia and Chick-fil-A
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 12:43:13 PM


Dear Council Lopez,
 
I urge you to reconsider your position in regard to Chick-fil-A's contract at DIA.  I do not believe it is
 government’s role to allow or disallow a restaurant at DIA based on the owner’s personal politics
 regardless of yours or mine opinion of the political position.  In this case the marketplace clearly
 supports Chick-fil-A's in the strongest terms.
 
The American Customer Satisfaction Index Restaurant Report 2015 indicates that Chick-fil-A’s ratings
 are the highest ever http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/30/pf/fast-food-customer-satisfaction/.  As
 long as the company follows the laws the City council should not be in the business of picking
 winners and losers.  That is not what we voted you in for.  If I do not wish to support them, I simply
 will not patronize them.  That is my individual choice and not government’s prerogative to take that
 choice away from me at DIA.  
 
Making this decision based on your personal morality as you put it is a horrific and scary precedent. 
 This decision would also negatively impact income to the city as Chick-fil-A’s popularity would
 certainly generate high sales levels that go to support many other City and DIA projects.
 
Floyd Borakove
Denver
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From: James
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fil A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:58:16 AM


 No Chick Fil A franchise ever discriminates for any reason yet intolerant assholes like
 yourselves discriminate without a second thought. You're pathetic!
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From: Michael
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A Comment
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 6:48:42 PM


 Hello.
  My family usually takes one large extended family ski vacation each winter. We alternate
 between Denver and other ski destinations in the West. You're anti-Christian decision makes
 our future decisions easier. Thank you.
  Michael Collins 
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From: A Dubb
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Discrimination and Chick-Fil-A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 11:45:03 AM


Greetings Council Members, 


I recently heard some members wouldn't approve Chick-Fil-A's request to do business in the
 Denver airport because they're worried about discrimination. Discrimination is very
 concerning. I'm worried. Chick-Fil-A is being discriminated against and that behavior needs
 to stop. 


America was founded on Christian beliefs, our laws are based on the 10 commandments found
 in the Bible, and the United States Constitution protects against persecution because of one's
 religious beliefs, and protects freedom of speech.


Members can have their opinions and they don't have to agree with the founders of the
 company, but to discriminate against them is another issue. They have simply voiced their
 beliefs, they haven't refused to hire gay individuals, they haven't discriminated against them,
 but some members are discriminating against Christians. 


They have decided they don't want to do business with them because they disagree with their
 Christian faith. Where is their tolerance? Christians are supposed to be tolerant of differing
 beliefs and viewpoints, but the council members who disagree with them are not? Isn't that
 hypocrisy? 


What if someone decided not to hire you or do business with you because of your last name,
 because of your taste in music, because you do believe in gay marriage, or because of your
 ethnicity? Would that be fair; absolutely not. This is no different.


If they're truly worried, let the free market decide. America has been the land of the free: free
 speech, freedom of press, freedom for one's beliefs, and free enterprise. If your city and state
 truly don't want the company there then let them decide with their wallets. Let Chick-Fil-A
 invest in the your city, hire people, and if visitors and residents don't want the company you'll
 find out, but don't stifle the free market, don't discriminate. 


Regards, 


Ashley


John 13:34-35


34 “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you,
 so you must love one another. 35 By this everyone will know that you
 are my disciples, if you love one another.”
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From: Karen Norton
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Your own bigotry is on display
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 5:19:34 AM


When you want to discriminate against Chik-Fil_A because of their right to the free
 expression of religion you are showing your own bigotry.  SHAME on all of you.
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From: S Barclay
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Denver IAP discrimination against free thought and opinion
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 11:46:03 AM


I am listening to Dennis Prager's description of your discrimination against Chick-fil-A getting a
 contract to have a location at the Denver International Airport. I find the actions of the
 Denver city council to be despicable. 
From now on, unless the decision is reversed, I will make sure to choose a different
 connecting city for all of my air travel and will not visit Denver if you fail to treat Chick-fil-A
 fairly due to their beliefs. I will also urge my friends and contacts to do the same.
They serve anyone who wants to eat more chicken regardless of their beliefs, why can't you
 govern with the same lack of discrimination?
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From: Timothy Norman Fine Art
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: hateful
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 1:32:59 PM


I do not believe in condemning people because of their religious beliefs. If you exclude Chik-fil-A, I
 will consciously avoid Denver altogether. The Nazi-Homosexuals will have it no other way, we are all
 supposed to dance and sing praises regarding their  lifestyle or be called bigots.
 
Timothy Norman
www.timothynorman.com
Irving TX
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From: RICHARD BRUNT
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 12:50:29 PM


We were very disappointed to learn that several Denver City Council members want to stop
 Chick-fil-A from opening at Denver International Airport because of the founder’s
 Christian beliefs about marriage.  We are planning an extensive vacation out West
 including Colorado.  We will be making a point to avoid the Denver area since Christians
 are obviously not welcome there.
 
Richard & Jeanne Brunt
2159 Weber Rd.
Lansdale, PA 19446
richardebrunt@gmail.com
 


 Please note: This message is confidential, intended only for the named recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged or
 exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are notified that the dissemination,
 distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error or are not the named recipient(s), please
 notify the sender at either the email address, fax address or telephone number above and discard this document.
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From: Dean E Peterson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick Fillet
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 7:36:34 AM


 You guys wont let Chick Fillet have a lease?  Then I don't think anyone in the US
 should support the city of Denver.  
 
Will you let a Muslim or a Satanist have a lease?  Wake up folks.  Chick Fillet has
 a right to quote the bible just like anyone else.  
 
I guess I wont be spending any money in Denver soon.


Dean E. Peterson
19690 Halwood Rd
Glenwood, Mn. 56334
cell  320.333.2527
Hm  320.634.5414
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From: Doug Ferebee
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A at DIA
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2015 1:33:17 PM


Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:


Do I understand correctly that you are considering not allowing Chick-Fil-A to lease
 space at DIA because its CEO voiced his opinion about his personal belief system?
  What a shame it would be to deprive the taxpayers in the area of the significant
 amount of additional revenue that would be generated and the traveling public of a
 restaurant that many know and love.  All that over your collective disagreement with
 an individual's stated opinion, nothing more nothing less; I cannot believe it.  Have
 we really become a society where people can have opportunity only if they agree
 with you?


Sincerely,


Concerned Citizen
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From: Debbie Mercier
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Discrimination
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:05:11 PM


To all Denver City Council members:


We read an article in the news today regarding the council delaying a bid for a Chick-fil-A restaurant at
 the Denver International Airport.
The reason given is due to the owner's stance on gay marriage, which is his personal view as a Christian
 as commanded by God in the Holy Bible.
I would like to take the time to remind you of three points, which you would be wise to consider:


1) Discriminating against a person or entities based upon religion, including beliefs, is against the law.
2) The city of Denver and local businesses will lose revenue as Christians will most likely boycott the city,
 in response to your discrimination.
3) You are at risk to be sued for discrimination by Christians and Christian affiliations.


My husband and I will not bring any business to the City of Denver, unless you do not continue to practice
 discrimination against Christians and Chick-fil-A.


Thank you for your time,


Debbie
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From: Jim Little
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Your recent issue about Chick fil"A
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:31:56 AM


I understand that you are refusing to grant Chick-fil-A a permit to open a restaurant in Denver 
Airport. As a US citizen I am ashamed of you! You should know that in our constitution it is 
illegal for you to discriminate on the basis of religion. You also cannot discriminate on the 
basis of free speech. I do not know what kind of degenerate people you have on your council 
and do not care! Do the right thing and allow Chick-fil-A a permit. I would love to tell you 
exactly what I think of you but, being a Christian myself, I just can not say it. 
Jim Little
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From: Scott Bonnar
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Denver Int"l Airport
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 3:49:17 AM


Regarding your opposition to Chick-Fil-A at DIA and your disregard for religious beliefs and freedom, I have
 canceled my family's vacation to Denver in 2 weeks and will instead be vacationing in Utah and Montana for 3
 weeks.
Congratulations.


Scott Bonnar


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Janice Johnson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: re: chick fil e
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015 1:36:17 PM


i’ve read that you plan to delete chick fil e from your airport.      tell me you would not do such a thing.
thank you for the info


j s johnson     jan817@msn.com
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From: Terry Oehler
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:50:47 PM


You people are hypocritical and disgusting.
 
You weren’t elected for your “moral conviction”, that’s for sure.
 
Terry Oehler
2217 Pebble Beach Trail
Oxnard, cA
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From: Angie Webb
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick fil A at the airport
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 4:42:38 PM


Dear Denver City Council,
Do you realize that pausing the deal for Chick-fil-A to open a franchise at DIA is simply stirring
 up MORE division and hatred?  You are basing your reasoning on the CEO’s comments THREE
 YEARS AGO on what a franchisee can and can’t do.  Aren’t you aware that you are infringing
 on that franchisee’s 1st Amendment rights as well?
The people have CLEARLY spoken that they WANT a Chik-fil-A at the airport, but since you sit
 in a seat of power and don’t like this particular chain you get to say no??  Looks like you are
 going to lose that seat with the next election.  Way to go!
~Angela Webb


Sent from Windows Mail
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From: justray Simons
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-Fil-A
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 8:28:58 AM


Tell you what you boycott Chick-Fil-A and I boycott Denver
Thank You
Ray Simons
Sent from Windows Mail
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From: James Davidson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Discrimination
Date: Friday, August 21, 2015 7:53:41 PM


I read in the news today that the business development committee members of your city council were considering
 using the 2012 statement of Chick-fil-a's CEO as the basis for discriminating against them in their request to
 operate a franchise at the Denver airport.  I couldn't help but wonder how it is possible for supposedly intelligent
 people to say that they wish to avoid potential discrimination by employing overt discrimination.


Mr. Cathy is entitled under the 1st amendment of the United States Constitution to his expressed opinion whether
 anyone else agrees with it or not.  To take a punitive stand against a franchise operation that employs over 75,000
 people nationwide, from all segments of our society because of one man's opinion is blatant discrimination at its
 worst.  You would not be protecting anyone's rights because this company has not violated anyone's rights, instead
 you would make the city of Denver guilty of discrimination and open the city to punitive litigation and the
 accompanying expense.  Get a grip and stop trying to force your viewpoint on other people.  Yes SCOTUS ruled
 that gay marriage is legal, they did not however rule that you have a right to discriminate against someone who
 holds the traditional biblical view of marriage.  In fact they expressly stated that the right to that opinion would not
 be infringed upon.  You want to make Denver a target for litigation allow this stupidity to proceed, but I'd you want
 to do what is right, grant the contract based on the bids and the bids alone and leave social issues out of it.


Frustrated Tax Payer!


Sent from my iPad
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From: Tom Konetski
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: "Censoring a Business"
Date: Monday, August 31, 2015 12:36:53 PM


To the Denver City Council Members,


I was saddened to read in this past Saturday's Wall Street Journal "Review & Outlook section, 
"Censoring a Business" of your decision to hold up approval of a concession slot forChick-fil-
A at DIA because of the business's "Biblical" view on marriage. Here is the quote from the 
original interview in the on-line magazine, Biblical Recorder, July 16, 2013  with CEO Dan 
Cathy that caused such over-the top response from certain groups (although he was perhaps 
wrong in the last thought in this quote!):


"We are very much supportive of the family -- the biblical definition of the family unit. 
We are a family-owned business, a family-led business, and we are married to our 
first wives. We give God thanks for that.


"We operate as a family business ... our restaurants are typically led by families; 
some are single. We want to do anything we possibly can to strengthen families. We 
are very much committed to that," Cathy emphasized.


"We intend to stay the course," he said. "We know that it might not be popular with 
everyone, but thank the Lord, we live in a country where we can share our values and
 operate on biblical principles."


Chick-fil-A is a very successful business that certainly runs its business with "Biblical Values"
 that CEO Cathy is not ashamed of- nor should he be. And they have an outstanding reputation
 of treating every customer with dignity and respect. I believe they have earned a similar 
response from the Denver City Council members as well.


Sincerely,


Tom Konetski
5515 Beverly Drive
Berthoud, CO 80513
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From: Richard Magnuson
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Denying Chick Fila at Airport
Date: Tuesday, August 25, 2015 10:49:11 PM


I am socked as I am sure thousands are that you are considering denying the restaurant's
 request to open a store at the airport based only on an individuals opinion based on Biblical
 scriptures regarding homosexuality - marriage. 


There is nothing in the company's charter that implies discrimination against anyone.  I
 challenge you to identify one instance whereby this company has discriminated based on a
 person's lifestyle, etc.  You cannot.  Your move to disqualify this company is based only on
 discrimination on your part and hate for a company because of one person who has voiced his
 privately held convictions.  Contrary to the company's founder, you are in a position to act on
 your discrimination and/or hatred.  


If this is the standard that you are using for any company to gain a business license or serve
 the public then the same standard needs to be applied to public officials like your selves.  You
 then must identify any thought or speech you had spouted in the past that may offend
 someone.  If you have, then you must resign your position.  It would not matter how good of
 an impartial job you may be doing because you may have voiced personal thoughts on a
 subject that may be construed that you hate someone. This is America and private convictions
 that do not, in practice, discriminate against someone is honored as a matter of free speech
 and you should honor that as you do with your own speech. 
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From: Sara Lopez
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Abominable discrimination by your city
Date: Sunday, August 23, 2015 3:31:11 PM


Dear Mayor and City Council,


The City of Denver has lost all credibility by even talking about the city's consideration of discriminating against
 Chic Fil-A, a legal business that has an equal right to put a location in the airport just as any other franchise in the
 food service business. Of course, what they propose is illegal and will not stand up in court, so may your leadership
 choose to wisely use its power and resources versus wasting taxpayer dollars in an indefensible legal battle.


City leadership continues to make deplorable decisions which negatively impact its citizens.


I do not live in Denver, nor would I ever desire to based on the negative publicity your elected officials bring upon
 the community and themselves; not to mention the abhorrent quality of life the City will be deteriorating into over
 the next several years as a result of ludicrous leadership decisions.


Dr. Angel Lopez
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From: James Hope
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: Chick-fil-A
Date: Saturday, August 22, 2015 4:46:11 AM


Sir:


Is the city council going to prevent Chick-fil-A franchise from coming into the city? If this accrues it sure does seem
 that the city is discriminating against this franchise. 
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